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Abstract
We consider the problem of predicting how the
likelihood of an outcome of interest for a pa-
tient changes over time as we observe more of
the patient’s data. To solve this problem, we
propose a supervised contrastive learning frame-
work that learns an embedding representation
for each time step of a patient time series. Our
framework learns the embedding space to have
the following properties: (1) nearby points in
the embedding space have similar predicted class
probabilities, (2) adjacent time steps of the same
time series map to nearby points in the embed-
ding space, and (3) time steps with very different
raw feature vectors map to far apart regions of
the embedding space. To achieve property (3),
we employ a nearest neighbor pairing mechanism
in the raw feature space. This mechanism also
serves as an alternative to “data augmentation”,
a key ingredient of contrastive learning, which
lacks a standard procedure that is adequately re-
alistic for clinical tabular data, to our knowledge.
We demonstrate that our approach outperforms
state-of-the-art baselines in predicting mortality
of septic patients (MIMIC-III dataset) and track-
ing progression of cognitive impairment (ADNI
dataset). Our method also consistently recovers
the correct synthetic dataset embedding struc-
ture across experiments, a feat not achieved by
baselines. Our ablation experiments show the
pivotal role of our nearest neighbor pairing.
Keywords: contrastive learning, time series
analysis, nearest neighbors

1. Introduction
Modeling disease progression patterns of patients is
crucial for developing treatment strategies. Under-
standing and learning these patterns from longitudinal
tabular data, commonly found in healthcare, can be
challenging. These time series often vary in length,
exhibit irregular sampling, and have many missing
entries. To this end, various methods have emerged
in recent years to model such tabular time series data.

These methods can broadly be categorized into those
that focus only on predicting patient outcomes (e.g.,
Choi et al. 2016; Ma et al. 2017; Devlin et al. 2019;
Mollura et al. 2021), and those that jointly cluster
patients and predict their outcomes (e.g., Lee and Van
Der Schaar 2020; Lee et al. 2020; Huang et al. 2021;
Carr et al. 2021; Aguiar et al. 2022; Qin et al. 2023).

The mentioned approaches have several limitations.
Specifically, prediction-focused models often struggle
to differentiate patients with differing characteristics
but the same outcome. For instance, predicting in-
hospital mortality from patient time series may yield
the same risk for an elderly patient with liver dysfunc-
tion and a young patient with renal failure, despite
them needing different treatments. In such a case,
coarse prediction labels (e.g., in-hospital mortality
which encompass diverse underlying causes) do not
encourage prediction-centric models to capture clini-
cally relevant details. This is because the model is not
required to recognize the semantic differences between
these two patients directly to achieve high prediction
power. We term this challenge as capturing “raw
feature heterogeneity”, where distinguishing patients
with identical classification outcomes and contrasting
raw features becomes a difficulty.

For models that jointly cluster patients and predict
their outcomes, these models tend to be less accurate
than models solely focused on prediction. For example,
in the supervised temporal clustering models by Lee
and Van Der Schaar (2020) and Aguiar et al. (2022),
a prediction neural network is first initialized, after
which a clustering module is then added to approx-
imate the encoding representation of the prediction
model. This approximation incurs some loss in infor-
mation such that using a patient’s assigned cluster
to predict the patient’s outcome has worse accuracy
than using the original prediction network.

The supervised temporal clustering models by Lee
and Van Der Schaar (2020) and Aguiar et al. (2022)
are also learned in a manner that arguably depends
too much on user-specified design choices. Specifically
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these models employ k-means for initializing clusters,
where the user must specify the number of clusters to
use. Using a different clustering algorithm or number
of clusters could drastically change the results. This
situation may demand costly model re-training if a
user finds the learned clusters to be hard to interpret,
or either too fine or too coarse.
Our contributions. To address the issue of raw
feature heterogeneity (distinguishing between patients
with the same outcome who look quite different) and
to avoid the issues encountered with clustering models,
our main contribution in this paper is to propose a
framework for modeling variable-length tabular time
series data called Temporal Supervised Contrastive
Learning (Temporal-SCL), which does not use clus-
tering during model training due to the challenges
stated earlier.

Our core innovation lies in adopting an embedding-
centric paradigm that builds off from the fundamental
concept of contrastive learning (Le-Khac et al., 2020)
which the goal is to learn an embedding representa-
tion where “similar” data points exhibit proximate
embedding vectors, while “dissimilar” data point have
distant embeddings. Building on top of Khosla et al.
(2020), our embedding-centric approach allows us to
impose a structured representation that encapsulates
the crucial properties outlined in the introduction for
capturing the raw feature heterogeneity while main-
taining high predictive power.

Temporal-SCL learns an embedding vector at
each time step of a time series. The embedding space
has the following properties:
• (Predictive) Each time step’s embedding vector

helps predict classification outcomes for both the
static outcome case where a single patient time
series is associated with a single class, and the dy-
namic outcome case where a single patient time
series has a time-varying classification label.

• (Temporally smooth) Embedding vectors of adjacent
time steps within the same patient time series tend
to be near each other.

• (Diverse in capturing raw feature heterogeneity)
Embedding vectors of dissimilar raw inputs tend
to map to separate regions of the embedding space,
even when sharing the same classification outcome.

We achieve the last property using a nearest neighbor
pairing mechanism.

We show that Temporal-SCL works well in prac-
tice. In two real clinical datasets, Temporal-SCL
outperforms various baselines including state-of-the-
art methods such as transformers, and removing

the nearest neighbor pairing mechanism leads to
noticeably lower accuracy. In a synthetic dataset
with known ground truth embedding space struc-
ture, Temporal-SCL consistently recovers the cor-
rect structure (100% success in 10 experimental re-
peats with different random seeds) whereas no base-
line tested achieves this; removing nearest neighbor
pairing makes our method’s correct recovery rate 0%.

We also propose a clustering-based heatmap visu-
alization of the learned embedding space, relating
it to raw features and to prediction outcomes. The
clustering involved happens only after model training
and is purely for the purposes of visualization, where
our visualization strategy is agnostic to the choice of
clustering algorithm used or the number of clusters.

2. Background
We state the time series prediction setup we study in
Section 2.1. Our proposed method is based on super-
vised contrastive learning (Khosla et al., 2020), which
we review in Section 2.2. For any positive integer k,
we regularly use the notation [k] ≜ {1, 2, . . . , k}.

2.1. Problem Setup

Training data. We assume that the training data
consist of N patients with different time series. For
the i-th patient (with i ∈ [N ]), we observe Li time
steps, where at each time step, we keep track of D
features (e.g., clinical measurements). Specifically,
we denote the i-th patient’s feature vector at time
step ℓ ∈ [Li] (sorted chronologically) as x

(ℓ)
i ∈ RD.

Moreover, we know the time-step times, where the
i-th patient’s time at the ℓ-th time step is t

(ℓ)
i ∈ R.

This notation allows for features to be static, i.e., a
feature could stay constant across time.

We further assume that every time step of a time
series belongs to one of C different classes, i.e., the set
of classes is [C]. In the dynamic outcome case, where
the classification label varies over time, we assume that
we know the classification label y(ℓ)i ∈ [C] for every
patient i ∈ [N ] for every time step ℓ ∈ [Li]. For the
static outcome case, we only know the classification
label at the final time step per time series: we know
y
(Li)
i ∈ [C] for all i ∈ [N ], and at earlier time steps
ℓ < Li, we set y

(ℓ)
i = “?”, which could be thought of

as an additional “unknown” class.
Prediction task. Given a test time series, suppose
that we observe the feature vector x∗ ∈ RD at a single
time step. We aim to predict the target label y∗ ∈ [C]
corresponding to x∗. In the dynamic outcome setting,
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this target label is for the same time step as x∗. In
the static outcome setting, this target label is for the
label of final time step in the test time series.

We focus on predicting the classification outcome
for each time step. This captures the extreme case
of a test time series consisting of a single time step.
For example, this could happen in a clinical setup
if a patient enters a new hospital for which we see
measurements of this patient for the first time. Our
real-world clinical dataset experiments later reveal
that our model outperforms baselines that leverage
complete historical observations.

Importantly, although we focus on prediction given
a single time step’s feature vector x∗, our problem
setup allows for a feature in x∗ to capture historical in-
formation (e.g., a feature in x∗ could be the maximum
observed white blood count over the past 4 hours).

2.2. Supervised Contrastive Learning (SCL)
SCL learns an embedding representation of the data
so that “similar” data points have embedding vectors
that have higher cosine similarity compared to those
of “dissimilar” data points. Data points are “similar”
if they have the same classification label. As this
framework was originally developed without temporal
structure, we drop superscripts previously used to
indicate dependence on time.
Notation. We use f to denote the so-called en-
coder network, where given any point x in the raw
input feature space, its embedding representation is
f(x). This embedding representation is constrained
to be a d-dimensional Euclidean vector with norm 1,
also referred to as a hyperspherical embedding. Thus,
∥f(x)∥ = 1. We denote this hyperspherical out-
put space as Sd−1 ≜ {z ∈ Rd s.t. ∥z∥ = 1}. For
u,v ∈ Sd−1, the cosine similarity between u and v is
⟨u,v⟩

∥u∥∥v∥ = ⟨u,v⟩, where ⟨·, ·⟩ denotes the dot product.
We also denote g as the predictor network that

maps the embedding output of the encoder in Sd−1

to a probability distribution space over C classes.

Simple-SCL. For ease of exposition, we present
a simplified version of SCL that we call Simple-
SCL, which does not use data augmentation (since
our experiments later will be on tabular data with-
out data augmentation as generating realistic fake
patient data is challenging in the clinical setting).
We learn the encoder f using minibatch gradient de-
scent. For a minibatch of B training points x1, . . . ,xB

with corresponding classification labels y1, . . . , yB,
we denote the embedding vectors of these points as
z1 = f(x1), . . . , zB = f(xB). Since we want points

with the same label to have high cosine similarity, we
keep track of which points have the same label. To
do this, we let P(i) denote the set of points with the
same label as the i-th point, excluding the i-th point:

P(i) ≜ {j ∈ [B] s.t. yj = yi and j ̸= i}. (1)
Next, we define the following ratio:

Ψ(i, j; τ) ≜
exp(⟨zi, zj⟩/τ)∑

k∈[B] s.t. k ̸=i exp(⟨zi, zk⟩/τ)
, (2)

where the constant τ > 0 is a user-specified hyper-
parameter. The key idea is that if the i-th and j-th
points have the same label (so j ∈ P(i)), then we
want Ψ(i, j; τ) to be large: the numerator being large
means that cosine similarity ⟨zi, zj⟩ is large while the
denominator provides a normalization to ensure that
Ψ(i, j; τ) ∈ [0, 1]. Then to encourage Ψ(i, j; τ) to be
large for all i ∈ [B] and j ∈ P(i), we minimize the loss

LSimple-SCL ≜ −
∑

i∈[B] s.t. |P(i)|≥1

1

|P(i)|
∑

j∈P(i)

logΨ(i, j; τ).

(3)
The original SCL uses a loss of the same form but
with data augmentation (see Appendix A.1).

Lastly, in line with Khosla et al. (2020), after the
encoder is learned, we train a predictor network g
to map the resulting embeddings to a probability
distribution over all classes.

3. Method
We now introduce Temporal-SCL, our temporal
adaptation of SCL. It consists of three networks: an
encoder f , a predictor g, and a temporal network h.
We give a high-level overview of these networks in
Section 3.1 and how they are trained and used for
prediction in Section 3.2. We propose a method for
visualizing embedding vectors in Section 3.5.

3.1. Overview of Temporal-SCL’s Networks

Encoder network f . We aim to learn an embedding
representation of every time step of each time series.
Just as in Section 2.2, this amounts to learning an
encoder network f that maps from the raw feature
vector space (now for just a single time step) to the
hyperspherical space Sd−1 (Fig. 3.1(a)). Since we now
account for time steps, we add superscripts: we let
z
(ℓ)
i ≜ f(x

(ℓ)
i ) denote the embedding vector of the i-th

data point’s feature vector at time step ℓ.
Aside from using time steps, the major difference

between Temporal-SCL and Simple-SCL is that
for Temporal-SCL, feature vectors are considered
similar if they simultaneously have similar outcomes
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(i.e., classification labels y(ℓ)i ) and similar input feature
vectors (unlike with Simple-SCL, where similarity is
purely based on classification labels).

Predictor network g. To ensure the embedding
space’s predictive power of the outcome, we train
predictor network g mapping Sd−1 to a probability
distribution space over C classes (Fig. 3.1(c)).

Temporal network h. To encourage two adjacent
time steps in the same time series x

(ℓ)
i and x

(ℓ+1)
i to

map to embedding vectors z
(ℓ)
i and z

(ℓ+1)
i that are

closeby, we learn a temporal network h that predicts
how embedding vectors change over time (Fig. 3.1(b)).
For the i-th training time series, we define the duration
δ
(ℓ)
i ≜ t

(ℓ+1)
i − t

(ℓ)
i for ℓ ∈ [Li − 1]. Then h takes

as input the sequence (z
(1)
i , δ

(1)
i ), . . . , (z

(ℓ)
i , δ

(ℓ)
i ) and

outputs a prediction for z(ℓ+1)
i . We ask that z(ℓ+1)

i and
h
(
(z

(1)
i , δ

(1)
i ), . . . , (z

(ℓ)
i , δ

(ℓ)
i )

)
be close (using squared

Euclidean distance loss). Thus, h aims to make the
next time step’s embedding vector predictable based
on all previous time steps and could be thought of as a
regularization term. A similar temporal regularization
strategy was used by Lee et al. (2019).

3.2. Overview of Training and Prediction

Training. We train Temporal-SCL in three phases:

1. (Pre-training) We initialize the embedding space
by pre-training the encoder f using data at the
individual time step level and Simple-SCL. Note
that during this phase, we do not model nor use
temporal structure, and we effectively treat the
different time steps as separate. We explain this
phase in more detail in Section 3.3, and our ex-
periments later show that this phase significantly
improves the model’s prediction accuracy.

2. (Encoder and temporal network training) After pre-
training the encoder f , we account for temporal
structure by jointly training f and the temporal
network h. Details of this phase are in Section 3.4.

3. (Learning the predictor network) At this point, we
treat the encoder f as fixed, so we can compute all
the training embedding vectors at different time
steps (the z

(ℓ)
i variables). In the dynamic outcome

case, we learn the predictor network g by treating
the z

(ℓ)
i variables as input feature vectors and the

corresponding y
(ℓ)
i variables as target labels, min-

imizing cross-entropy loss. In the static outcome
case, we instead set the target label for z

(ℓ)
i to

be the final time step’s label y(Li)
i . As this phase

The 
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�
(2)
i

<latexit sha1_base64="sGxR9iCp8TEzVcM2wOmXnzdm3bw=">AAAB9XicbZBLSwMxFIUz9VXrq+rSzWAR6qbM+F4WdOGygn1AOy2Z9E4bmskMyR2lDAV/hhsXirj1v7jz35g+Ftp6IPBxzg25OX4suEbH+bYyS8srq2vZ9dzG5tb2Tn53r6ajRDGoskhEquFTDYJLqCJHAY1YAQ19AXV/cD3O6w+gNI/kPQ5j8ELakzzgjKKx2q0bEEg7vJ0WT49HnXzBKTkT2YvgzqBAZqp08l+tbsSSECQyQbVuuk6MXkoVciZglGslGmLKBrQHTYOShqC9dLL1yD4yTtcOImWORHvi/r6R0lDrYeibyZBiX89nY/O/rJlgcOWlXMYJgmTTh4JE2BjZ4wrsLlfAUAwNUKa42dVmfaooQ1NUzpTgzn95EWonJfeidH53Vig7T9M6suSAHJIiccklKZNbUiFVwogiz+SVvFmP1ov1bn1MRzPWrMJ98kfW5w/F5ZJm</latexit>

�
(3)
i

Embedding space

<latexit sha1_base64="hljBVWwIAYRjE5XbQBJvdn8jn+k=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmbEJceAF48JmAWSIfR0apI2PQvdPUIYAt69eFDEq5/kzb+xk0lARR8UPN6roqqenwiutON8WoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QUnEqGTZZLGLZ8alCwSNsaq4FdhKJNPQFtv3x9cxv36NUPI5u9SRBL6TDiAecUW2kRtAvVxzbmYM49vmSVHPiLqwKLFDvlz96g5ilIUaaCapU13US7WVUas4ETku9VGFC2ZgOsWtoRENUXjY/dEpOjDIgQSxNRZrM1e8TGQ2VmoS+6QypHqnf3kz8y+umOqh6GY+SVGPE8kVBKoiOyexrMuASmRYTQyiT3NxK2IhKyrTJpmRCWH5K/ietM9u9tC8a55Wa85DHUYQjOIZTcOEKanADdWgCA4RHeIYX6856sl6tt7y1YC0iPIQfsN6/AAAKjW4=</latexit>

f
Use encoder network    to map 
every time step’s feature vector 

to the embedding space
<latexit sha1_base64="o3tiu8B7y0+5XKllB7esWxS4SuI=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dBItQNyWR+lgW3LisYB/QxjCZTtqhk0mYmYg1BPwSNy4UceuPuPNvnLRdaOuBC4dz7mXOHD9mVCrb/jYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7unrlfbssoEZi0cMQi0fWRJIxy0lJUMdKNBUGhz0jHH1/lfueeCEkjfqsmMXFDNOQ0oBgpLXlmuR8iNfKD9DHz6F1arZ9knlmxa/YU1jJx5qQCczQ986s/iHASEq4wQ1L2HDtWboqEopiRrNRPJIkRHqMh6WnKUUikm06zZ9axVgZWEAk9XFlT9fdFikIpJ6GvN/OkctHLxf+8XqKCSzelPE4U4Xj2UJAwS0VWXoQ1oIJgxSaaICyozmrhERIIK11XSZfgLH55mbRPa8557eymXmnYT7M6inAIR1AFBy6gAdfQhBZgeIBneIU3IzNejHfjY7ZaMOYVHsAfGJ8/71OUug==</latexit>

z
(4)
i

<latexit sha1_base64="5UiBzfmJ2+vBdd07QOjqTE6RFyM=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dBItQNyXxvSy4cVnBPqCNYTKdtEMnkzAzEWsI+CVuXCji1h9x5984abvQ1gMXDufcy5w5fsyoVLb9bRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre0dc7fcklEiMGniiEWi4yNJGOWkqahipBMLgkKfkbY/usr99j0Rkkb8Vo1j4oZowGlAMVJa8sxyL0Rq6AfpY+bRu7R6cpR5ZsWu2RNYi8SZkQrM0PDMr14/wklIuMIMSdl17Fi5KRKKYkayUi+RJEZ4hAakqylHIZFuOsmeWYda6VtBJPRwZU3U3xcpCqUch77ezJPKeS8X//O6iQou3ZTyOFGE4+lDQcIsFVl5EVafCoIVG2uCsKA6q4WHSCCsdF0lXYIz/+VF0jquOee1s5vTSt1+mtZRhH04gCo4cAF1uIYGNAHDAzzDK7wZmfFivBsf09WCMatwD/7A+PwB7c2UuQ==</latexit>

z
(3)
i<latexit sha1_base64="kFoAFlQWMbf6ZEih+eyeFJVY768=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDBahbkpSfC0LblxWsA9oY5hMJ+3QyYOZiVhDwC9x40IRt/6IO//GSduFth64cDjnXubM8WLOpLKsb6Owsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zumfvltowSQWiLRDwSXQ9LyllIW4opTruxoDjwOO1446vc79xTIVkU3qpJTJ0AD0PmM4KVllyz3A+wGnl++pi57C6t1k8y16xYNWsKtEzsOanAHE3X/OoPIpIENFSEYyl7thUrJ8VCMcJpVuonksaYjPGQ9jQNcUClk06zZ+hYKwPkR0JPqNBU/X2R4kDKSeDpzTypXPRy8T+vlyj/0klZGCeKhmT2kJ9wpCKUF4EGTFCi+EQTTATTWREZYYGJ0nWVdAn24peXSbtes89rZzenlYb1NKujCIdwBFWw4QIacA1NaAGBB3iGV3gzMuPFeDc+ZqsFY17hAfyB8fkD7EeUuA==</latexit>

z
(2)
i

<latexit sha1_base64="vL6X8oYBQieliPiiS/wdApNo7B8=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbwSLUTUnE17LgxmUF+4A2lsl00g6dTMLMRKwh4Je4caGIW3/EnX/jpO1CWw9cOJxzL3Pm+DFnSjvOt7W0vLK6tl7YKG5ube/s2nulpooSSWiDRDySbR8rypmgDc00p+1YUhz6nLb80VXut+6pVCwSt3ocUy/EA8ECRrA2Us8udUOsh36QPmY9dpdW3OOsZ5edqjMBWiTujJRhhnrP/ur2I5KEVGjCsVId14m1l2KpGeE0K3YTRWNMRnhAO4YKHFLlpZPsGToySh8FkTQjNJqovy9SHCo1Dn2zmSdV814u/ud1Eh1ceikTcaKpINOHgoQjHaG8CNRnkhLNx4ZgIpnJisgQS0y0qatoSnDnv7xImidV97x6dnNarjlP0zoKcACHUAEXLqAG11CHBhB4gGd4hTcrs16sd+tjurpkzSrchz+wPn8A6sGUtw==</latexit>

z
(1)
i

<latexit sha1_base64="hljBVWwIAYRjE5XbQBJvdn8jn+k=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmbEJceAF48JmAWSIfR0apI2PQvdPUIYAt69eFDEq5/kzb+xk0lARR8UPN6roqqenwiutON8WoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QUnEqGTZZLGLZ8alCwSNsaq4FdhKJNPQFtv3x9cxv36NUPI5u9SRBL6TDiAecUW2kRtAvVxzbmYM49vmSVHPiLqwKLFDvlz96g5ilIUaaCapU13US7WVUas4ETku9VGFC2ZgOsWtoRENUXjY/dEpOjDIgQSxNRZrM1e8TGQ2VmoS+6QypHqnf3kz8y+umOqh6GY+SVGPE8kVBKoiOyexrMuASmRYTQyiT3NxK2IhKyrTJpmRCWH5K/ietM9u9tC8a55Wa85DHUYQjOIZTcOEKanADdWgCA4RHeIYX6856sl6tt7y1YC0iPIQfsN6/AAAKjW4=</latexit>

f

<latexit sha1_base64="hljBVWwIAYRjE5XbQBJvdn8jn+k=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmbEJceAF48JmAWSIfR0apI2PQvdPUIYAt69eFDEq5/kzb+xk0lARR8UPN6roqqenwiutON8WoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QUnEqGTZZLGLZ8alCwSNsaq4FdhKJNPQFtv3x9cxv36NUPI5u9SRBL6TDiAecUW2kRtAvVxzbmYM49vmSVHPiLqwKLFDvlz96g5ilIUaaCapU13US7WVUas4ETku9VGFC2ZgOsWtoRENUXjY/dEpOjDIgQSxNRZrM1e8TGQ2VmoS+6QypHqnf3kz8y+umOqh6GY+SVGPE8kVBKoiOyexrMuASmRYTQyiT3NxK2IhKyrTJpmRCWH5K/ietM9u9tC8a55Wa85DHUYQjOIZTcOEKanADdWgCA4RHeIYX6856sl6tt7y1YC0iPIQfsN6/AAAKjW4=</latexit>

f <latexit sha1_base64="hljBVWwIAYRjE5XbQBJvdn8jn+k=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmbEJceAF48JmAWSIfR0apI2PQvdPUIYAt69eFDEq5/kzb+xk0lARR8UPN6roqqenwiutON8WoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QUnEqGTZZLGLZ8alCwSNsaq4FdhKJNPQFtv3x9cxv36NUPI5u9SRBL6TDiAecUW2kRtAvVxzbmYM49vmSVHPiLqwKLFDvlz96g5ilIUaaCapU13US7WVUas4ETku9VGFC2ZgOsWtoRENUXjY/dEpOjDIgQSxNRZrM1e8TGQ2VmoS+6QypHqnf3kz8y+umOqh6GY+SVGPE8kVBKoiOyexrMuASmRYTQyiT3NxK2IhKyrTJpmRCWH5K/ietM9u9tC8a55Wa85DHUYQjOIZTcOEKanADdWgCA4RHeIYX6856sl6tt7y1YC0iPIQfsN6/AAAKjW4=</latexit>

f
<latexit sha1_base64="hljBVWwIAYRjE5XbQBJvdn8jn+k=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GmbEJceAF48JmAWSIfR0apI2PQvdPUIYAt69eFDEq5/kzb+xk0lARR8UPN6roqqenwiutON8WoWV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/QUnEqGTZZLGLZ8alCwSNsaq4FdhKJNPQFtv3x9cxv36NUPI5u9SRBL6TDiAecUW2kRtAvVxzbmYM49vmSVHPiLqwKLFDvlz96g5ilIUaaCapU13US7WVUas4ETku9VGFC2ZgOsWtoRENUXjY/dEpOjDIgQSxNRZrM1e8TGQ2VmoS+6QypHqnf3kz8y+umOqh6GY+SVGPE8kVBKoiOyexrMuASmRYTQyiT3NxK2IhKyrTJpmRCWH5K/ietM9u9tC8a55Wa85DHUYQjOIZTcOEKanADdWgCA4RHeIYX6856sl6tt7y1YC0iPIQfsN6/AAAKjW4=</latexit>

f

(a) Encode patients at time step level
The 

<latexit sha1_base64="NZ70Ls6xcvIv4i9bNh/QzhrUiCY=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe7EqGXAxjIB8wHJEfY2c8mavb1jd08IR8DexkIRW3+Snf/GzUehiQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ndza+sbmVn67sLO7t39QPDxq6jhVDBssFrFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7UQhjQKBrWB0O/Vbj6g0j+W9GSfoR3QgecgZNVaq816x5JbdGcgq8RakBAvUesWvbj9maYTSMEG17nhuYvyMKsOZwEmhm2pMKBvRAXYslTRC7WezQyfkzCp9EsbKljRkpv6eyGik9TgKbGdEzVAve1PxP6+TmvDGz7hMUoOSzReFqSAmJtOvSZ8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYUOqKDM2m4INwVt+eZU0L8reVblSvyxV3ad5HHk4gVM4Bw+uoQp3UIMGMEB4hld4cx6cF+fd+Zi35pxFhMfwB87nD/NTjWU=</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="NZ70Ls6xcvIv4i9bNh/QzhrUiCY=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe7EqGXAxjIB8wHJEfY2c8mavb1jd08IR8DexkIRW3+Snf/GzUehiQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ndza+sbmVn67sLO7t39QPDxq6jhVDBssFrFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7UQhjQKBrWB0O/Vbj6g0j+W9GSfoR3QgecgZNVaq816x5JbdGcgq8RakBAvUesWvbj9maYTSMEG17nhuYvyMKsOZwEmhm2pMKBvRAXYslTRC7WezQyfkzCp9EsbKljRkpv6eyGik9TgKbGdEzVAve1PxP6+TmvDGz7hMUoOSzReFqSAmJtOvSZ8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYUOqKDM2m4INwVt+eZU0L8reVblSvyxV3ad5HHk4gVM4Bw+uoQp3UIMGMEB4hld4cx6cF+fd+Zi35pxFhMfwB87nD/NTjWU=</latexit>

i-th patient’s time series (total length:            )

Time step 1 Time step 2 Time step 3
<latexit sha1_base64="fqpr81WJkmW+yZjRI2FXS+Qkq3Q=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbwSLUTUnE17LgxmUF+4A2lsl00g6dTMLMRFpCwC9x40IRt/6IO//GSduFth64cDjnXubM8WPOlHacb2tldW19Y7OwVdze2d3btw9KTRUlktAGiXgk2z5WlDNBG5ppTtuxpDj0OW35o5vcbz1SqVgk7vUkpl6IB4IFjGBtpJ5d6oZYD/0gHWc99pBW3NOsZ5edqjMFWibunJRhjnrP/ur2I5KEVGjCsVId14m1l2KpGeE0K3YTRWNMRnhAO4YKHFLlpdPsGToxSh8FkTQjNJqqvy9SHCo1CX2zmSdVi14u/ud1Eh1ceykTcaKpILOHgoQjHaG8CNRnkhLNJ4ZgIpnJisgQS0y0qatoSnAXv7xMmmdV97J6cXderjlPszoKcATHUAEXrqAGt1CHBhAYwzO8wpuVWS/Wu/UxW12x5hUewh9Ynz/np5S1</latexit>

x
(1)
i

<latexit sha1_base64="yekgO1xbIkuFgVkGOfjlNMDRjEA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDBahbkpSfC0LblxWsA9oY5hMJ+3QyYOZibSEgF/ixoUibv0Rd/6Nk7YLbT1w4XDOvcyZ48WcSWVZ30ZhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/MA/LbRklgtAWiXgkuh6WlLOQthRTnHZjQXHgcdrxxje533mkQrIovFfTmDoBHobMZwQrLblmuR9gNfL8dJK57CGt1s8y16xYNWsGtErsBanAAk3X/OoPIpIENFSEYyl7thUrJ8VCMcJpVuonksaYjPGQ9jQNcUClk86yZ+hUKwPkR0JPqNBM/X2R4kDKaeDpzTypXPZy8T+vlyj/2klZGCeKhmT+kJ9wpCKUF4EGTFCi+FQTTATTWREZYYGJ0nWVdAn28pdXSbtesy9rF3fnlYb1NK+jCMdwAlWw4QoacAtNaAGBCTzDK7wZmfFivBsf89WCsajwCP7A+PwB6S2Utg==</latexit>

x
(2)
i

<latexit sha1_base64="UVlwpVeima2hnUbl/2wBEvEdkas=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDBahbkrie1lw47KCfUAbw2Q6aYdOHsxMpCUE/BI3LhRx64+482+ctF1o64ELh3PuZc4cL+ZMKsv6Ngorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu6euV9uySgRhDZJxCPR8bCknIW0qZjitBMLigOP07Y3usn99iMVkkXhvZrE1AnwIGQ+I1hpyTXLvQCroeen48xlD2n17CRzzYpVs6ZAy8SekwrM0XDNr14/IklAQ0U4lrJrW7FyUiwUI5xmpV4iaYzJCA9oV9MQB1Q66TR7ho610kd+JPSECk3V3xcpDqScBJ7ezJPKRS8X//O6ifKvnZSFcaJoSGYP+QlHKkJ5EajPBCWKTzTBRDCdFZEhFpgoXVdJl2AvfnmZtE5r9mXt4u68UreeZnUU4RCOoAo2XEEdbqEBTSAwhmd4hTcjM16Md+Njtlow5hUewB8Ynz/qs5S3</latexit>

x
(3)
i

<latexit sha1_base64="b9Vs1fSFrmOHn+m4nFRjb6TdA+w=">AAAB7nicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CjMSl4sQ8OLBQwSzQDKEnk5P0qSnZ+iuEcIQ8Be8eFDEq9/jzb+xsxw08UHB470qquoFiRQGXffbya2srq1v5DcLW9s7u3vF/YOGiVPNeJ3FMtatgBouheJ1FCh5K9GcRoHkzWB4M/Gbj1wbEasHHCXcj2hfiVAwilZq3nUFuSaVbrHklt0pyDLx5qQEc9S6xa9OL2ZpxBUySY1pe26CfkY1Cib5uNBJDU8oG9I+b1uqaMSNn03PHZMTq/RIGGtbCslU/T2R0ciYURTYzojiwCx6E/E/r51ieOVnQiUpcsVmi8JUEozJ5HfSE5ozlCNLKNPC3krYgGrK0CZUsCF4iy8vk8ZZ2bson99XSlX3aRZHHo7gGE7Bg0uowi3UoA4MhvAMr/DmJM6L8+58zFpzzjzCQ/gD5/MH5qeO/Q==</latexit>

Li = 4

Time step 4
<latexit sha1_base64="/CwTuLkFtlyLA85bM0Tl7O2m1gk=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dBItQNyWR+lgW3LisYB/QxjCZTtqhk0mYmUhLCPglblwo4tYfceffOGm70NYDFw7n3MucOX7MqFS2/W0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39A/Ow3JZRIjBp4YhFousjSRjlpKWoYqQbC4JCn5GOP77J/c4jEZJG/F5NY+KGaMhpQDFSWvLMcj9EauQH6STz6ENarZ9lnlmxa/YM1ipxFqQCCzQ986s/iHASEq4wQ1L2HDtWboqEopiRrNRPJIkRHqMh6WnKUUikm86yZ9apVgZWEAk9XFkz9fdFikIpp6GvN/OkctnLxf+8XqKCazelPE4U4Xj+UJAwS0VWXoQ1oIJgxaaaICyozmrhERIIK11XSZfgLH95lbTPa85l7eKuXmnYT/M6inAMJ1AFB66gAbfQhBZgmMAzvMKbkRkvxrvxMV8tGIsKj+APjM8f7DmUuA==</latexit>

x
(4)
i

<latexit sha1_base64="PM2vK+Ppn20FaqQV8TbhVa37jNI=">AAAB9XicbZBLSwMxFIXv+Kz1VXXpJliEuikz4mtZ0IXLCvYBfZFJM21oJjMkd5QyFPwZblwo4tb/4s5/Y/pYaOuBwMc5N+Tm+LEUBl3321laXlldW89sZDe3tnd2c3v7VRMlmvEKi2Sk6z41XArFKyhQ8nqsOQ19yWv+4Hqc1x64NiJS9ziMeSukPSUCwShaq9284RJpR7TTgncy6uTybtGdiCyCN4M8zFTu5L6a3YglIVfIJDWm4bkxtlKqUTDJR9lmYnhM2YD2eMOioiE3rXSy9YgcW6dLgkjbo5BM3N83UhoaMwx9OxlS7Jv5bGz+lzUSDK5aqVBxglyx6UNBIglGZFwB6QrNGcqhBcq0sLsS1qeaMrRFZW0J3vyXF6F6WvQuiud3Z/mS+zStIwOHcAQF8OASSnALZagAAw3P8ApvzqPz4rw7H9PRJWdW4QH8kfP5A8LZkmQ=</latexit>

�
(1)
i

Time between 
time steps 1 & 2

Time between 
time steps 2 & 3

Time between 
time steps 3 & 4

<latexit sha1_base64="OhZzxVxa418GSLa18/I0fht9p3I=">AAAB9XicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN4NFqJsyU3wtC7pwWcE+oJ2WTHqnDc1khiSjlKHgz3DjQhG3/hd3/hvTx0JbDwQ+zrkhN8ePOVPacb6tzMrq2vpGdjO3tb2zu5ffP6irKJEUazTikWz6RCFnAmuaaY7NWCIJfY4Nf3g9yRsPKBWLxL0exeiFpC9YwCjRxuq0b5Br0mWdtFg+HXfzBafkTGUvgzuHAsxV7ea/2r2IJiEKTTlRquU6sfZSIjWjHMe5dqIwJnRI+tgyKEiIykunW4/tE+P07CCS5ghtT93fN1ISKjUKfTMZEj1Qi9nE/C9rJTq48lIm4kSjoLOHgoTbOrInFdg9JpFqPjJAqGRmV5sOiCRUm6JypgR38cvLUC+X3IvS+d1ZoeI8zerIwhEcQxFcuIQK3EIVakBBwjO8wpv1aL1Y79bHbDRjzSs8hD+yPn8AxF+SZQ==</latexit>

�
(2)
i

<latexit sha1_base64="sGxR9iCp8TEzVcM2wOmXnzdm3bw=">AAAB9XicbZBLSwMxFIUz9VXrq+rSzWAR6qbM+F4WdOGygn1AOy2Z9E4bmskMyR2lDAV/hhsXirj1v7jz35g+Ftp6IPBxzg25OX4suEbH+bYyS8srq2vZ9dzG5tb2Tn53r6ajRDGoskhEquFTDYJLqCJHAY1YAQ19AXV/cD3O6w+gNI/kPQ5j8ELakzzgjKKx2q0bEEg7vJ0WT49HnXzBKTkT2YvgzqBAZqp08l+tbsSSECQyQbVuuk6MXkoVciZglGslGmLKBrQHTYOShqC9dLL1yD4yTtcOImWORHvi/r6R0lDrYeibyZBiX89nY/O/rJlgcOWlXMYJgmTTh4JE2BjZ4wrsLlfAUAwNUKa42dVmfaooQ1NUzpTgzn95EWonJfeidH53Vig7T9M6suSAHJIiccklKZNbUiFVwogiz+SVvFmP1ov1bn1MRzPWrMJ98kfW5w/F5ZJm</latexit>

�
(3)
i

Embedding space

<latexit sha1_base64="f0Siz6ToNHSE/SDZN6A5a9QeJWQ=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPwyS4HQNePCZgFkiG0NOpSdr09AzdPUIYAt69eFDEq5/kzb+xswgx6IOCx3tVVNULEsG18bwvZ2V1bX1jM7eV397Z3dsvHBw2dJwqhnUWi1i1AqpRcIl1w43AVqKQRoHAZjC8mfjNB1Sax/LOjBL0I9qXPOSMGivVBt1CseR6UxDPLS+RH6sIc1S7hc9OL2ZphNIwQbVul7zE+BlVhjOB43wn1ZhQNqR9bFsqaYTaz6aHjsmpVXokjJUtachUXZzIaKT1KApsZ0TNQC97E/Evr52a8NrPuExSg5LNFoWpICYmk69JjytkRowsoUxxeythA6ooMzab/GII/5NG2S1duhe182LFe5zFkYNjOIEzKMEVVOAWqlAHBghP8AKvzr3z7Lw577PWFWce4RH8gvPxDfkRjWk=</latexit>

h
Use temporal network 

<latexit sha1_base64="f0Siz6ToNHSE/SDZN6A5a9QeJWQ=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPwyS4HQNePCZgFkiG0NOpSdr09AzdPUIYAt69eFDEq5/kzb+xswgx6IOCx3tVVNULEsG18bwvZ2V1bX1jM7eV397Z3dsvHBw2dJwqhnUWi1i1AqpRcIl1w43AVqKQRoHAZjC8mfjNB1Sax/LOjBL0I9qXPOSMGivVBt1CseR6UxDPLS+RH6sIc1S7hc9OL2ZphNIwQbVul7zE+BlVhjOB43wn1ZhQNqR9bFsqaYTaz6aHjsmpVXokjJUtachUXZzIaKT1KApsZ0TNQC97E/Evr52a8NrPuExSg5LNFoWpICYmk69JjytkRowsoUxxeythA6ooMzab/GII/5NG2S1duhe182LFe5zFkYNjOIEzKMEVVOAWqlAHBghP8AKvzr3z7Lw577PWFWce4RH8gvPxDfkRjWk=</latexit>

h
<latexit sha1_base64="f0Siz6ToNHSE/SDZN6A5a9QeJWQ=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPwyS4HQNePCZgFkiG0NOpSdr09AzdPUIYAt69eFDEq5/kzb+xswgx6IOCx3tVVNULEsG18bwvZ2V1bX1jM7eV397Z3dsvHBw2dJwqhnUWi1i1AqpRcIl1w43AVqKQRoHAZjC8mfjNB1Sax/LOjBL0I9qXPOSMGivVBt1CseR6UxDPLS+RH6sIc1S7hc9OL2ZphNIwQbVul7zE+BlVhjOB43wn1ZhQNqR9bFsqaYTaz6aHjsmpVXokjJUtachUXZzIaKT1KApsZ0TNQC97E/Evr52a8NrPuExSg5LNFoWpICYmk69JjytkRowsoUxxeythA6ooMzab/GII/5NG2S1duhe182LFe5zFkYNjOIEzKMEVVOAWqlAHBghP8AKvzr3z7Lw577PWFWce4RH8gvPxDfkRjWk=</latexit>

h to 
predict the next time step’s 
embedding vector using all 

previous embedding vectors 
and time differences

<latexit sha1_base64="BRgoKHoW7PyJfwt8RGvWRNkLcU8=">AAACBXicdZBNS8MwHMbT+TbnW9WjHopDmJfSjflyHHjxOMG9wFpLmqZbWJqWJFVmKYgXv4oXD4p49Tt489uYbhPm0AcCD8/zD/nn58WUCGlZX1phYXFpeaW4Wlpb39jc0rd32iJKOMItFNGIdz0oMCUMtySRFHdjjmHoUdzxhud537nBXJCIXclRjJ0Q9hkJCIJSRa6+b98SHw+gTO0QyoEXpHdZ5pLrtFI/yly9XDWtsQzLrM2Zn6oMpmq6+qftRygJMZOIQiF6VSuWTgq5JIjirGQnAscQDWEf95RlMMTCSce/yIxDlfhGEHF1mDTG6eyNFIZCjEJPTearivkuD//qeokMzpyUsDiRmKHJQ0FCDRkZORLDJxwjSUfKQMSJ2tVAA8ghkgpcaRbC/6ZdM6sn5vFlvdyw7ic4imAPHIAKqIJT0AAXoAlaAIEH8ARewKv2qD1rb9r7ZLSgTRHugl/SPr4BMIyZXQ==</latexit>

bz(4)
i<latexit sha1_base64="o3tiu8B7y0+5XKllB7esWxS4SuI=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dBItQNyWR+lgW3LisYB/QxjCZTtqhk0mYmYg1BPwSNy4UceuPuPNvnLRdaOuBC4dz7mXOHD9mVCrb/jYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7unrlfbssoEZi0cMQi0fWRJIxy0lJUMdKNBUGhz0jHH1/lfueeCEkjfqsmMXFDNOQ0oBgpLXlmuR8iNfKD9DHz6F1arZ9knlmxa/YU1jJx5qQCczQ986s/iHASEq4wQ1L2HDtWboqEopiRrNRPJIkRHqMh6WnKUUikm06zZ9axVgZWEAk9XFlT9fdFikIpJ6GvN/OkctHLxf+8XqKCSzelPE4U4Xj2UJAwS0VWXoQ1oIJgxSaaICyozmrhERIIK11XSZfgLH55mbRPa8557eymXmnYT7M6inAIR1AFBy6gAdfQhBZgeIBneIU3IzNejHfjY7ZaMOYVHsAfGJ8/71OUug==</latexit>

z
(4)
i

<latexit sha1_base64="5UiBzfmJ2+vBdd07QOjqTE6RFyM=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dBItQNyXxvSy4cVnBPqCNYTKdtEMnkzAzEWsI+CVuXCji1h9x5984abvQ1gMXDufcy5w5fsyoVLb9bRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre0dc7fcklEiMGniiEWi4yNJGOWkqahipBMLgkKfkbY/usr99j0Rkkb8Vo1j4oZowGlAMVJa8sxyL0Rq6AfpY+bRu7R6cpR5ZsWu2RNYi8SZkQrM0PDMr14/wklIuMIMSdl17Fi5KRKKYkayUi+RJEZ4hAakqylHIZFuOsmeWYda6VtBJPRwZU3U3xcpCqUch77ezJPKeS8X//O6iQou3ZTyOFGE4+lDQcIsFVl5EVafCoIVG2uCsKA6q4WHSCCsdF0lXYIz/+VF0jquOee1s5vTSt1+mtZRhH04gCo4cAF1uIYGNAHDAzzDK7wZmfFivBsf09WCMatwD/7A+PwB7c2UuQ==</latexit>

z
(3)
i<latexit sha1_base64="kFoAFlQWMbf6ZEih+eyeFJVY768=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDBahbkpSfC0LblxWsA9oY5hMJ+3QyYOZiVhDwC9x40IRt/6IO//GSduFth64cDjnXubM8WLOpLKsb6Owsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zumfvltowSQWiLRDwSXQ9LyllIW4opTruxoDjwOO1446vc79xTIVkU3qpJTJ0AD0PmM4KVllyz3A+wGnl++pi57C6t1k8y16xYNWsKtEzsOanAHE3X/OoPIpIENFSEYyl7thUrJ8VCMcJpVuonksaYjPGQ9jQNcUClk06zZ+hYKwPkR0JPqNBU/X2R4kDKSeDpzTypXPRy8T+vlyj/0klZGCeKhmT2kJ9wpCKUF4EGTFCi+EQTTATTWREZYYGJ0nWVdAn24peXSbtes89rZzenlYb1NKujCIdwBFWw4QIacA1NaAGBB3iGV3gzMuPFeDc+ZqsFY17hAfyB8fkD7EeUuA==</latexit>

z
(2)
i

<latexit sha1_base64="vL6X8oYBQieliPiiS/wdApNo7B8=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbwSLUTUnE17LgxmUF+4A2lsl00g6dTMLMRKwh4Je4caGIW3/EnX/jpO1CWw9cOJxzL3Pm+DFnSjvOt7W0vLK6tl7YKG5ube/s2nulpooSSWiDRDySbR8rypmgDc00p+1YUhz6nLb80VXut+6pVCwSt3ocUy/EA8ECRrA2Us8udUOsh36QPmY9dpdW3OOsZ5edqjMBWiTujJRhhnrP/ur2I5KEVGjCsVId14m1l2KpGeE0K3YTRWNMRnhAO4YKHFLlpZPsGToySh8FkTQjNJqovy9SHCo1Dn2zmSdV814u/ud1Eh1ceikTcaKpINOHgoQjHaG8CNRnkhLNx4ZgIpnJisgQS0y0qatoSnDnv7xImidV97x6dnNarjlP0zoKcACHUAEXLqAG11CHBhB4gGd4hTcrs16sd+tjurpkzSrchz+wPn8A6sGUtw==</latexit>

z
(1)
i

(b) Encourage temporal smoothness

The 
<latexit sha1_base64="NZ70Ls6xcvIv4i9bNh/QzhrUiCY=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe7EqGXAxjIB8wHJEfY2c8mavb1jd08IR8DexkIRW3+Snf/GzUehiQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ndza+sbmVn67sLO7t39QPDxq6jhVDBssFrFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7UQhjQKBrWB0O/Vbj6g0j+W9GSfoR3QgecgZNVaq816x5JbdGcgq8RakBAvUesWvbj9maYTSMEG17nhuYvyMKsOZwEmhm2pMKBvRAXYslTRC7WezQyfkzCp9EsbKljRkpv6eyGik9TgKbGdEzVAve1PxP6+TmvDGz7hMUoOSzReFqSAmJtOvSZ8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYUOqKDM2m4INwVt+eZU0L8reVblSvyxV3ad5HHk4gVM4Bw+uoQp3UIMGMEB4hld4cx6cF+fd+Zi35pxFhMfwB87nD/NTjWU=</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="NZ70Ls6xcvIv4i9bNh/QzhrUiCY=">AAAB6HicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe7EqGXAxjIB8wHJEfY2c8mavb1jd08IR8DexkIRW3+Snf/GzUehiQ8GHu/NMDMvSATXxnW/ndza+sbmVn67sLO7t39QPDxq6jhVDBssFrFqB1Sj4BIbhhuB7UQhjQKBrWB0O/Vbj6g0j+W9GSfoR3QgecgZNVaq816x5JbdGcgq8RakBAvUesWvbj9maYTSMEG17nhuYvyMKsOZwEmhm2pMKBvRAXYslTRC7WezQyfkzCp9EsbKljRkpv6eyGik9TgKbGdEzVAve1PxP6+TmvDGz7hMUoOSzReFqSAmJtOvSZ8rZEaMLaFMcXsrYUOqKDM2m4INwVt+eZU0L8reVblSvyxV3ad5HHk4gVM4Bw+uoQp3UIMGMEB4hld4cx6cF+fd+Zi35pxFhMfwB87nD/NTjWU=</latexit>

i-th patient’s time series (total length:            )

Time step 1 Time step 2 Time step 3
<latexit sha1_base64="fqpr81WJkmW+yZjRI2FXS+Qkq3Q=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbwSLUTUnE17LgxmUF+4A2lsl00g6dTMLMRFpCwC9x40IRt/6IO//GSduFth64cDjnXubM8WPOlHacb2tldW19Y7OwVdze2d3btw9KTRUlktAGiXgk2z5WlDNBG5ppTtuxpDj0OW35o5vcbz1SqVgk7vUkpl6IB4IFjGBtpJ5d6oZYD/0gHWc99pBW3NOsZ5edqjMFWibunJRhjnrP/ur2I5KEVGjCsVId14m1l2KpGeE0K3YTRWNMRnhAO4YKHFLlpdPsGToxSh8FkTQjNJqqvy9SHCo1CX2zmSdVi14u/ud1Eh1ceykTcaKpILOHgoQjHaG8CNRnkhLNJ4ZgIpnJisgQS0y0qatoSnAXv7xMmmdV97J6cXderjlPszoKcATHUAEXrqAGt1CHBhAYwzO8wpuVWS/Wu/UxW12x5hUewh9Ynz/np5S1</latexit>

x
(1)
i

<latexit sha1_base64="yekgO1xbIkuFgVkGOfjlNMDRjEA=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDBahbkpSfC0LblxWsA9oY5hMJ+3QyYOZibSEgF/ixoUibv0Rd/6Nk7YLbT1w4XDOvcyZ48WcSWVZ30ZhbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/MA/LbRklgtAWiXgkuh6WlLOQthRTnHZjQXHgcdrxxje533mkQrIovFfTmDoBHobMZwQrLblmuR9gNfL8dJK57CGt1s8y16xYNWsGtErsBanAAk3X/OoPIpIENFSEYyl7thUrJ8VCMcJpVuonksaYjPGQ9jQNcUClk86yZ+hUKwPkR0JPqNBM/X2R4kDKaeDpzTypXPZy8T+vlyj/2klZGCeKhmT+kJ9wpCKUF4EGTFCi+FQTTATTWREZYYGJ0nWVdAn28pdXSbtesy9rF3fnlYb1NK+jCMdwAlWw4QoacAtNaAGBCTzDK7wZmfFivBsf89WCsajwCP7A+PwB6S2Utg==</latexit>

x
(2)
i

<latexit sha1_base64="UVlwpVeima2hnUbl/2wBEvEdkas=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDBahbkrie1lw47KCfUAbw2Q6aYdOHsxMpCUE/BI3LhRx64+482+ctF1o64ELh3PuZc4cL+ZMKsv6Ngorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu6euV9uySgRhDZJxCPR8bCknIW0qZjitBMLigOP07Y3usn99iMVkkXhvZrE1AnwIGQ+I1hpyTXLvQCroeen48xlD2n17CRzzYpVs6ZAy8SekwrM0XDNr14/IklAQ0U4lrJrW7FyUiwUI5xmpV4iaYzJCA9oV9MQB1Q66TR7ho610kd+JPSECk3V3xcpDqScBJ7ezJPKRS8X//O6ifKvnZSFcaJoSGYP+QlHKkJ5EajPBCWKTzTBRDCdFZEhFpgoXVdJl2AvfnmZtE5r9mXt4u68UreeZnUU4RCOoAo2XEEdbqEBTSAwhmd4hTcjM16Md+Njtlow5hUewB8Ynz/qs5S3</latexit>

x
(3)
i

<latexit sha1_base64="b9Vs1fSFrmOHn+m4nFRjb6TdA+w=">AAAB7nicbVDJSgNBEK2JW4xb1KOXxiB4CjMSl4sQ8OLBQwSzQDKEnk5P0qSnZ+iuEcIQ8Be8eFDEq9/jzb+xsxw08UHB470qquoFiRQGXffbya2srq1v5DcLW9s7u3vF/YOGiVPNeJ3FMtatgBouheJ1FCh5K9GcRoHkzWB4M/Gbj1wbEasHHCXcj2hfiVAwilZq3nUFuSaVbrHklt0pyDLx5qQEc9S6xa9OL2ZpxBUySY1pe26CfkY1Cib5uNBJDU8oG9I+b1uqaMSNn03PHZMTq/RIGGtbCslU/T2R0ciYURTYzojiwCx6E/E/r51ieOVnQiUpcsVmi8JUEozJ5HfSE5ozlCNLKNPC3krYgGrK0CZUsCF4iy8vk8ZZ2bson99XSlX3aRZHHo7gGE7Bg0uowi3UoA4MhvAMr/DmJM6L8+58zFpzzjzCQ/gD5/MH5qeO/Q==</latexit>

Li = 4

Time step 4
<latexit sha1_base64="/CwTuLkFtlyLA85bM0Tl7O2m1gk=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dBItQNyWR+lgW3LisYB/QxjCZTtqhk0mYmUhLCPglblwo4tYfceffOGm70NYDFw7n3MucOX7MqFS2/W0U1tY3NreK26Wd3b39A/Ow3JZRIjBp4YhFousjSRjlpKWoYqQbC4JCn5GOP77J/c4jEZJG/F5NY+KGaMhpQDFSWvLMcj9EauQH6STz6ENarZ9lnlmxa/YM1ipxFqQCCzQ986s/iHASEq4wQ1L2HDtWboqEopiRrNRPJIkRHqMh6WnKUUikm86yZ9apVgZWEAk9XFkz9fdFikIpp6GvN/OkctnLxf+8XqKCazelPE4U4Xj+UJAwS0VWXoQ1oIJgxaaaICyozmrhERIIK11XSZfgLH95lbTPa85l7eKuXmnYT/M6inAMJ1AFB66gAbfQhBZgmMAzvMKbkRkvxrvxMV8tGIsKj+APjM8f7DmUuA==</latexit>

x
(4)
i

<latexit sha1_base64="PM2vK+Ppn20FaqQV8TbhVa37jNI=">AAAB9XicbZBLSwMxFIXv+Kz1VXXpJliEuikz4mtZ0IXLCvYBfZFJM21oJjMkd5QyFPwZblwo4tb/4s5/Y/pYaOuBwMc5N+Tm+LEUBl3321laXlldW89sZDe3tnd2c3v7VRMlmvEKi2Sk6z41XArFKyhQ8nqsOQ19yWv+4Hqc1x64NiJS9ziMeSukPSUCwShaq9284RJpR7TTgncy6uTybtGdiCyCN4M8zFTu5L6a3YglIVfIJDWm4bkxtlKqUTDJR9lmYnhM2YD2eMOioiE3rXSy9YgcW6dLgkjbo5BM3N83UhoaMwx9OxlS7Jv5bGz+lzUSDK5aqVBxglyx6UNBIglGZFwB6QrNGcqhBcq0sLsS1qeaMrRFZW0J3vyXF6F6WvQuiud3Z/mS+zStIwOHcAQF8OASSnALZagAAw3P8ApvzqPz4rw7H9PRJWdW4QH8kfP5A8LZkmQ=</latexit>

�
(1)
i

Time between 
time steps 1 & 2

Time between 
time steps 2 & 3

Time between 
time steps 3 & 4

<latexit sha1_base64="OhZzxVxa418GSLa18/I0fht9p3I=">AAAB9XicbZBLSwMxFIXv1Fetr6pLN4NFqJsyU3wtC7pwWcE+oJ2WTHqnDc1khiSjlKHgz3DjQhG3/hd3/hvTx0JbDwQ+zrkhN8ePOVPacb6tzMrq2vpGdjO3tb2zu5ffP6irKJEUazTikWz6RCFnAmuaaY7NWCIJfY4Nf3g9yRsPKBWLxL0exeiFpC9YwCjRxuq0b5Br0mWdtFg+HXfzBafkTGUvgzuHAsxV7ea/2r2IJiEKTTlRquU6sfZSIjWjHMe5dqIwJnRI+tgyKEiIykunW4/tE+P07CCS5ghtT93fN1ISKjUKfTMZEj1Qi9nE/C9rJTq48lIm4kSjoLOHgoTbOrInFdg9JpFqPjJAqGRmV5sOiCRUm6JypgR38cvLUC+X3IvS+d1ZoeI8zerIwhEcQxFcuIQK3EIVakBBwjO8wpv1aL1Y79bHbDRjzSs8hD+yPn8AxF+SZQ==</latexit>

�
(2)
i

<latexit sha1_base64="sGxR9iCp8TEzVcM2wOmXnzdm3bw=">AAAB9XicbZBLSwMxFIUz9VXrq+rSzWAR6qbM+F4WdOGygn1AOy2Z9E4bmskMyR2lDAV/hhsXirj1v7jz35g+Ftp6IPBxzg25OX4suEbH+bYyS8srq2vZ9dzG5tb2Tn53r6ajRDGoskhEquFTDYJLqCJHAY1YAQ19AXV/cD3O6w+gNI/kPQ5j8ELakzzgjKKx2q0bEEg7vJ0WT49HnXzBKTkT2YvgzqBAZqp08l+tbsSSECQyQbVuuk6MXkoVciZglGslGmLKBrQHTYOShqC9dLL1yD4yTtcOImWORHvi/r6R0lDrYeibyZBiX89nY/O/rJlgcOWlXMYJgmTTh4JE2BjZ4wrsLlfAUAwNUKa42dVmfaooQ1NUzpTgzn95EWonJfeidH53Vig7T9M6suSAHJIiccklKZNbUiFVwogiz+SVvFmP1ov1bn1MRzPWrMJ98kfW5w/F5ZJm</latexit>

�
(3)
i

Embedding space

<latexit sha1_base64="o3tiu8B7y0+5XKllB7esWxS4SuI=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dBItQNyWR+lgW3LisYB/QxjCZTtqhk0mYmYg1BPwSNy4UceuPuPNvnLRdaOuBC4dz7mXOHD9mVCrb/jYKK6tr6xvFzdLW9s7unrlfbssoEZi0cMQi0fWRJIxy0lJUMdKNBUGhz0jHH1/lfueeCEkjfqsmMXFDNOQ0oBgpLXlmuR8iNfKD9DHz6F1arZ9knlmxa/YU1jJx5qQCczQ986s/iHASEq4wQ1L2HDtWboqEopiRrNRPJIkRHqMh6WnKUUikm06zZ9axVgZWEAk9XFlT9fdFikIpJ6GvN/OkctHLxf+8XqKCSzelPE4U4Xj2UJAwS0VWXoQ1oIJgxSaaICyozmrhERIIK11XSZfgLH55mbRPa8557eymXmnYT7M6inAIR1AFBy6gAdfQhBZgeIBneIU3IzNejHfjY7ZaMOYVHsAfGJ8/71OUug==</latexit>

z
(4)
i

<latexit sha1_base64="5UiBzfmJ2+vBdd07QOjqTE6RFyM=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dBItQNyXxvSy4cVnBPqCNYTKdtEMnkzAzEWsI+CVuXCji1h9x5984abvQ1gMXDufcy5w5fsyoVLb9bRSWlldW14rrpY3Nre0dc7fcklEiMGniiEWi4yNJGOWkqahipBMLgkKfkbY/usr99j0Rkkb8Vo1j4oZowGlAMVJa8sxyL0Rq6AfpY+bRu7R6cpR5ZsWu2RNYi8SZkQrM0PDMr14/wklIuMIMSdl17Fi5KRKKYkayUi+RJEZ4hAakqylHIZFuOsmeWYda6VtBJPRwZU3U3xcpCqUch77ezJPKeS8X//O6iQou3ZTyOFGE4+lDQcIsFVl5EVafCoIVG2uCsKA6q4WHSCCsdF0lXYIz/+VF0jquOee1s5vTSt1+mtZRhH04gCo4cAF1uIYGNAHDAzzDK7wZmfFivBsf09WCMatwD/7A+PwB7c2UuQ==</latexit>

z
(3)
i<latexit sha1_base64="kFoAFlQWMbf6ZEih+eyeFJVY768=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfsS7dDBahbkpSfC0LblxWsA9oY5hMJ+3QyYOZiVhDwC9x40IRt/6IO//GSduFth64cDjnXubM8WLOpLKsb6Owsrq2vlHcLG1t7+zumfvltowSQWiLRDwSXQ9LyllIW4opTruxoDjwOO1446vc79xTIVkU3qpJTJ0AD0PmM4KVllyz3A+wGnl++pi57C6t1k8y16xYNWsKtEzsOanAHE3X/OoPIpIENFSEYyl7thUrJ8VCMcJpVuonksaYjPGQ9jQNcUClk06zZ+hYKwPkR0JPqNBU/X2R4kDKSeDpzTypXPRy8T+vlyj/0klZGCeKhmT2kJ9wpCKUF4EGTFCi+EQTTATTWREZYYGJ0nWVdAn24peXSbtes89rZzenlYb1NKujCIdwBFWw4QIacA1NaAGBB3iGV3gzMuPFeDc+ZqsFY17hAfyB8fkD7EeUuA==</latexit>
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Figure 3.1: Overview of Temporal-SCL
amounts to standard neural net classifier training
with cross-entropy loss, we omit further details.

For ease of exposition, we explain the first two phases
in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 only for the dynamic outcome
case that we described in Section 2.1; the static out-
come case is very similar and covered in Appendix A.2.
Prediction. At test time, we are given a feature
vector x∗ ∈ RD for a single time step. To make a
prediction for x∗, we first compute the embedding
vector of x∗ given by z∗ ≜ f(x∗). Then the predicted
class probabilities are precisely given by g(z∗).

3.3. Pre-training the Encoder
We now explain how we adapt Simple-SCL to time se-
ries data and to encourage learned embedding vectors
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to be diverse in capturing raw feature heterogeneity.
The latter uses a nearest neighbor pairing mechanism.
We first pre-train our encoder network f following
a similar process as the Simple-SCL encoder, with
specific modifications described below.

Simple-SCL encoder with time steps. Encoder
of Temporal-SCL, f , has the same structure as
Simple-SCL encoder. We define every time step
of every time series as its own snapshot : (x

(ℓ)
i , y

(ℓ)
i ).

Thus, we take the “training data” of our encoder net-
work to be all the snapshots:

⋃N
i=1

⋃Li

ℓ=1{(x
(ℓ)
i , y

(ℓ)
i )}.

Nearest neighbor pairing for identifying similar
snapshots. Whereas Simple-SCL (that did not have
time steps) considered two points to be similar if they
share the same classification outcome, we now instead
consider two snapshots to be similar if they share
the same classification outcome and their raw feature
vectors are “close to each other”. We use random
sampling to find pairs of similar snapshots:
1. Initialize the set of snapshot pairs to be empty: E ← ∅.
2. For each class c ∈ [C]:
(a) Let the set Ac consist of all snapshots with label c.
(b) While |Ac| ≥ 2:

i. Choose snapshot (x
(ℓ)
i , y

(ℓ)
i ) randomly from Ac.

ii. (Nearest neighbor search) Among the other snap-
shots in Ac, find the one whose feature vector
is closest to x

(ℓ)
i (e.g., using Euclidean distance).

Denote the snapshot found as (x
(ℓ′)
i′ , y

(ℓ′)
i′ ).

iii. Add snapshot pair
(
(x

(ℓ)
i , y

(ℓ)
i ), (x

(ℓ′)
i′ , y

(ℓ′)
i′ )

)
to E .

iv. Remove (x
(ℓ)
i , y

(ℓ)
i ) and (x

(ℓ′)
i′ , y

(ℓ′)
i′ ) from Ac.

To sample a minibatch of B data points for minibatch
gradient descent, where we assume that B is even, we
randomly choose B/2 pairs from the set E ; denote the
set of these B/2 pairs as Ebatch. Note that the B/2
pairs in Ebatch correspond to a total of B different
snapshots; denote the set of these B snapshots as
Vbatch. Then the loss we use for minibatch gradient
descent during pre-training is

LSCL-snapshots ≜

−
∑

((x
(ℓ)
i ,y

(ℓ)
i ),

(x
(ℓ′)
i′ ,y

(ℓ′)
i′ ))

∈ Ebatch

log

[
exp(⟨f(x(ℓ)

i ), f(x
(ℓ′)
i′ )⟩/τ)

∑

(x
(ℓ′′)
i′′ ,y

(ℓ′′)
i′′ ) ∈ Vbatch

s.t. (i′′,ℓ′′ )̸=(i,ℓ)

exp(⟨f(x(ℓ)
i ), f(x

(ℓ′′)
i′′ )⟩/τ)

]

For simplicity, our experiments later use Euclidean
distance to find nearest neighbors (we standardize
features to control for scale differences), efficiently
computed using fast approximate nearest neighbor
search software (Malkov and Yashunin, 2018).

Ablation. Later on in our experiments, we conduct
ablation experiments where we do not use nearest
neighbor pairing. The only change is that in step 2(b),
steps i. and ii. are replaced by randomly choosing two
different snapshots (x

(ℓ)
i , y

(ℓ)
i ) and (x

(ℓ′)
i′ , y

(ℓ′)
i′ ) from

Ac to pair up (uniformly at random).
Note on data augmentation. A key component
of contrastive learning is data augmentation (see the
review by Le-Khac et al. (2020)), a procedure that
creates perturbed versions of data points (e.g., when
working with images, we could randomly rotate, trans-
late, and crop an image). Since we work with tabular
data, a challenge arises in that to the best of our
knowledge, there is no widely accepted, clinically suit-
able data augmentation method for such data. Thus,
our presentation of Temporal-SCL is without data
augmentation; in fact, the nearest neighbor pairing
mechanism proposed above is also a substitute for
data augmentation. While we do not use data aug-
mentation, we point out that if it is available, adding
it is trivial. The simplest way is that before each train-
ing epoch, we apply data augmentation to the original
training dataset to get a fresh augmented training
dataset, which we use with our nearest neighbor pair-
ing procedure. More details are in Appendix A.3.

3.4. Encoder and Temporal Network Training
In the second stage of training a Temporal-SCL
model, we jointly train the encoder and temporal
networks by minimizing the overall loss

Loverall = LSCL-snapshots + αLtemp-reg, (4)
where Ltemp-reg is a temporal smoothness loss term
(to be defined shortly), and α ≥ 0 is a hyperparameter
that trades off between the two losses on the right-
hand side. Recall that for the i-th training data point,
we previously defined the time duration δ

(ℓ)
i ≜ t

(ℓ+1)
i −

t
(ℓ)
i for ℓ = 1, 2, . . . , Li − 1. Moreover, h takes as input

the sequence {(z(t)i , δ
(t)
i )}ℓt=1 and outputs a prediction

for z
(ℓ+1)
i . We ask that z

(ℓ+1)
i and h

(
{(z(t)i , δ

(t)
i )}ℓt=1

)

be close by squared Euclidean distance, across all data
points and time steps:

Ltemp-reg≜
1

N

N∑

i=1

Li−1∑

ℓ=1

∥∥h
(
{(z(t)i , δ

(t)
i )}ℓt=1

)
−z

(ℓ+1)
i

∥∥2

Li − 1
.

3.5. Visualizing Embedding Vectors

To find common patterns in the learned embedding
space, we cluster on the different snapshots’ em-
bedding vectors (the z

(ℓ)
i variables) after training a

Temporal-SCL model. We have found standard ag-
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Figure 3.2: Heatmap showing how features (rows) vary across clusters (columns) for the sepsis cohort of the
MIMIC dataset. Heatmap intensity values can be thought of as the conditional probability of
seeing a feature value (row) conditioned on being in a cluster (column); these probabilities are
estimated using test set snapshots. Columns are ordered left to right in increasing fraction of test
set snapshots that come from a time series that has a final outcome of death.

glomerative clustering (Murtagh and Contreras, 2012)
to work well here and this approach trivially allows
the user to adjust the granularity of clusters as needed,
even from fitting the clustering model once. The idea
is that we start with every snapshot’s embedding vec-
tor as its own cluster and keep merging the closest
two clusters (e.g., using complete linkage to decide on
which two clusters are closest) until we are left with a
single cluster that contains all the snapshots’ embed-
ding vectors. In conducting this procedure, we store
each intermediate clustering result. Then the user
could use our visualization strategy (to be described
next) with any intermediate clustering result, ranging
from fine- to coarse-grain clusters.

To visualize any cluster assignment of the snapshot
embedding vectors (the clustering method need not
be agglomerative clustering), we make a heatmap
inspired by Li et al. (2020), where columns correspond
to different clusters and rows correspond to features.1
The intensity value at the i-th row and j-th column
is the fraction of test set snapshots that have the i-th
row’s feature value among test set snapshots in the
j-th column’s cluster (i.e., a conditional probability
of seeing a feature value given being in a cluster). An
example is shown in Fig. 3.2; details on the dataset
used and model training are in Section 4.2. We show
the “top” 5 features, where we rank features based on
the maximum observed difference across clusters.2

1. Note that we discretize continuous features into bins. This
discretization is only used during visualization and not used
when training the Temporal-SCL model.

2. Per row in the heatmap, compute the difference between
the largest and smallest intensity values across the row,
and rank rows using these differences, where we keep rows
that correspond to the same underlying feature together.

4. Experiments
We benchmark Temporal-SCL on tabular time se-
ries data: a synthetic dataset with known ground
truth embedding space structure (Section 4.1), and
two standard real clinical datasets with unknown em-
bedding space structure (Section 4.2). We also exam-
ine how Temporal-SCL works without pre-training
and, separately, without nearest neighbor pairing.

As baselines, we use (a) purely supervised methods:
logistic regression, an LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmid-
huber, 1997), RETAIN (Choi et al., 2016), Dipole
(Ma et al., 2017), a BERT-based transformer (De-
vlin et al., 2019); (b) temporal predictive clustering
methods: AC-TPC (Lee and Van Der Schaar, 2020)
and T-Phenotype (Qin et al., 2023); and (c) Self-
Supervised Learning and Contrastive Learning based
model: SMD-SSL (Raghu et al., 2023) with SimCLR
loss (Chen et al., 2020) and VICReg loss (Bardes
et al., 2021), and Simple-SCL (treating snapshots
as separate data points and without nearest neighbor
pairing). Details on baselines are in Appendix A.4.1.

For all datasets, we randomly split the data into
60% training, 20% validation, and 20% test sets. This
split is done at the patient level so the presented test
set results are all on patients not encountered during
training. Details of our training including network
types and hyperparameter grids, and an explanation
of evaluation metrics are in Appendix A.4.2. 3

4.1. Synthetic Data
Data. We generate a 2D dataset where every patient
time series has exactly 3 time steps. For simplicity,

3. Our code is available at:
https://github.com/Shahriarnz14/
Temporal-Supervised-Contrastive-Learning
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(a) Ground truth (b) Transformer (c) T-Phenotype (d) Temporal-SCL
(no NN pairing)

(e) Temporal-SCL

Figure 4.1: Synthetic dataset: panel (a) shows the only 4 possible time series trajectories (each true embedding
vector state has a unique color-shape combination; there are 10 such states); every time series has
3 time steps and belongs to one of two classes red/blue. Panels (b)-(e) show learned embedding
spaces of four methods; only Temporal-SCL correctly recovers the 10 ground truth states. A
version of this figure with embeddings of all methods evaluated is in Fig. A.3.

we only consider the static outcome case so that each
time series has a single label (one of two classes: red
or blue). The points are all on a 2D circle, where the
only 4 possible time series in the embedding space
are shown in Fig. 4.1(a). For example, one possible
patient time series is “ → → ”. There are a
total of 10 true embedding vector locations, which
could be thought of as cluster centers. Note that we
take the embedding space and raw feature space to be
the same. When we generate synthetic time series,
each point is based on one of the 10 true ground
truth embedding vector locations with Gaussian noise
added. We randomly sample 200 of each of the 4
possible trajectories so that we have a total of 800
time series. See Appendix A.4.3 for details.
Experimental results. We use a 3D embedding
space for all methods despite the ground truth be-
ing 2D.4 Fig. 4.1 depicts the test data projected onto
a 3D embedding space of a few different methods
(in the appendix, Fig. A.3 has visualizations across
all methods evaluated). We report test set accuracy
scores for predicting red/blue (area under the ROC
curve, area under precision recall curve), silhouette
index (SI) using ground truth cluster centers as clus-
ter labels, and lastly a qualitative analysis of whether
all 10 clusters were recovered across the 10 experi-
mental repeats (this is a qualitative visual check) in
Table 4.1. Additionally, we also investigate a differ-
ent downstream task focusing on cluster prediction
accuracy. In this task, we freeze the encoder network,
previously trained on the synthetic data, and task the

4. Confining the embedding space to 2D markedly degraded
performance across all methods. We speculate that this
due to “over-specification”, aligned with findings in studies
like Livni et al. (2014) that suggest that training larger-
than-necessary neural networks results in easier training.

model with predicting the cluster location for each
timestep. This experiment is used to evaluate the
model’s ability to be used for different downstream
tasks and evaluate whether the trained encoder can
correctly identify the cluster of origin for each data
point within the synthetic dataset’s defined 10 clusters
(as shown in Fig. 4.1(a)). The cluster prediction accu-
racy is reported alongside other results in Table 4.1.

The main finding from our synthetic data experi-
ment is that while most methods yield similar, optimal
prediction scores, only the full version of Temporal-
SCL consistently recovers all 10 clusters. This is
evident in the high silhouette index (0.98) our full
model achieves, closely matching the ground truth SI
of 0.982. This claim is further supported by visual
examination of Fig. 4.1 (also see the last column of
Table 4.1 and appendix Fig. A.3). No other method
evaluated consistently recovers all 10 ground truth
clusters. Notably, removing nearest neighbor pairing
from Temporal-SCL leads to a 0% recovery rate of
ground truth clusters. Lastly, our full model is the
only one among all baselines and ablations to achieve
100% accuracy in the downstream task of cluster pre-
diction. This result highlights our model’s ability to
accurately identify cluster origins and provides empir-
ical evidence of the versatility of the learned encoder
representations for a different downstream task.

4.2. Real Clinical Data

Data. We use two standard datasets:
• MIMIC (static outcome case). We employ time

series data of septic patients from the MIMIC-III
dataset (v1.4) (Johnson et al., 2018) following the
same procedure as Komorowski et al. (2018) to
identify 18,354 patients with sepsis onset based on
Sepsis-3 criteria. The prediction task among this
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Table 4.1: Synthetic data test set metrics (mean ±
std. dev. across 10 experiments) and qual-
itative assessment of successful ground
truth cluster recovery across experiments.

Model AUROC AUPRC Silhouette Index Cluster Prediction
Accuracy Recovery

Logistic Regression 0.90±0.01 0.90±0.00 0.09±0.01 0.60±0.06 ✗
LSTM 0.95±0.01 0.95±0.00 0.09±0.01 0.60±0.05 ✗

RETAIN 0.95±0.01 0.95±0.00 0.33±0.06 0.69±0.06 ❈
DIPOLE 0.95±0.01 0.95±0.00 0.30±0.06 0.69±0.04 ❈

Transformer:BERT 0.95±0.01 0.95±0.00 0.11±0.01 0.67±0.03 ✗
AC-TPC 0.95±0.01 0.95±0.00 0.09±0.01 0.77±0.03 ✗

T-Phenotype 0.95±0.01 0.95±0.00 0.49±0.32 0.81±0.03 ❈
SMD-SSL + SimCLR (Frozen) 0.84±0.01 0.83±0.00 0.15±0.05 0.61±0.02 ❈
SMD-SSL + VICReg (Frozen) 0.79±0.01 0.79±0.00 0.12±0.05 0.60±0.03 ❈

SMD-SSL + SimCLR (Fine-tune) 0.94±0.01 0.94±0.00 0.39±0.10 0.78±0.04 ❈
SMD-SSL + VICReg (Fine-tune) 0.95±0.01 0.95±0.00 0.24±0.12 0.73±0.04 ❈

Simple-SCL 0.93±0.01 0.94±0.01 0.19±0.01 0.64±0.06 ✗
Temporal-SCL (PT:✓, NN:✗, TR:✗) 0.94±0.01 0.94±0.00 0.24±0.01 0.62±0.06 ✗
Temporal-SCL (PT:✗, NN:✓, TR:✗) 0.94±0.01 0.95±0.00 0.82±0.01 0.84±0.05 ❈
Temporal-SCL (PT:✗, NN:✗, TR:✓) 0.95±0.01 0.95±0.00 0.40±0.01 0.57±0.04 ✗
Temporal-SCL (PT:✗, NN:✓, TR:✓) 0.95±0.01 0.94±0.00 0.86±0.00 0.91±0.06 ❈
Temporal-SCL (PT:✓, NN:✗, TR:✓) 0.95±0.01 0.95±0.00 0.55±0.01 0.56±0.05 ✗
Temporal-SCL (PT:✓, NN:✓, TR:✗) 0.95±0.01 0.95±0.00 0.92±0.01 0.85±0.03 ❈

Temporal-SCL (Full) 0.95±0.01 0.95±0.00 0.98±0.00 1.00±0.00 ✓

PT: Pre-Training, NN: Nearest Neighbor pairing, TR: Temporal Network

✗: No correct recovery of the embedding structure.
❈: Partial clustering structure found, but not a completely correct
recovery of the embedding structure.
✓: Completely correct recovery of the embedding structure.

sepsis cohort is ICU visit mortality, where only the
final outcome label is known (y(Li)

i ) determined by
death within 48h of the final observation (= 1) or
death within 90 days of the final observation (= 2)
versus discharge (= 0).

• ADNI (dynamic outcome case). We also evaluate
our approach using the Alzheimer’s Disease Neu-
roimaging Initiative (ADNI) dataset (Petersen et al.,
2010), encompassing 11,651 hospital visits across
1,346 patients, tracking AD progression through
6-month interval follow-ups. Our prediction task
mirrors Lee et al. (2020) for multiclass classifica-
tion of every time step (yli) among three diagnostic
groups: normal brain function (= 0), mild cognitive
impairment (= 1), and AD (= 2). This setup covers
the dynamic outcome case where the label at both
terminal and non-terminal time steps are known.
We further predict cognitive impairment status 6
months and 1 year in advance in Appendix A.5.6.

More details on the datasets and how we preprocess
them (including imputation) are in Appendix A.4.4.
Experimental results. Accuracy scores for methods
evaluated are in Table 4.2. In both MIMIC and ADNI
datasets, Temporal-SCL (the full model without ab-
lation) yields strong results, outperforming all baseline
approaches. Omitting pre-training from Temporal-
SCL substantially decreases accuracy. Meanwhile, ex-
cluding nearest neighbor pairing shows accuracy closer
to the full model in MIMIC but significantly lower
in ADNI. We suspect that all models typically work
better in ADNI vs MIMIC due to the ADNI dataset

having less missing data and less feature noise (e.g.,
ADNI has memory assessments as features whereas
MIMIC has lab exams, which tend to be noisier).

We expand our analysis of the heatmap visualiza-
tion in Section 3.5 for the complete Temporal-SCL
model trained on MIMIC. A more comprehensive
version of Fig. 3.2, encompassing all features, is in
Appendix A.5.2, with clustering details outlined in
Appendix A.4.5. For the sepsis cohort in MIMIC, our
visualization reveals that higher AST, lactate, ALT,
and INR levels appear associated with higher mor-
tality risk. Moreover, lower bicarbonate levels also
appear associated with higher mortality risk. These
model-derived insights agree with clinical literature on
sepsis (Nesseler et al., 2012; Villar et al., 2019), where
abnormal biomarker ranges correlate with heightened
sepsis-related mortality.

We also applied our heatmap visualization to the
Temporal-SCL model for ADNI. The full heatmap
and analysis are in Appendix A.5.3. In brief, for
ADNI, Temporal-SCL reveals a correlation between
low Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (RAVLT)
Immediate scores, high RAVLT Forgetting scores, and
high Clinical Dementia Rating – Sum of Boxes (CDR-
SB) values with increased Alzheimer’s disease risk. We
cross-verified these results with Alzheimer’s disease
literature (O’Bryant et al., 2008; Moradi et al., 2017),
confirming our model’s captured correlations.

Importantly, our heatmap visualizations can show
when two clusters have similar outcomes (e.g., similar
in-hospital mortality rates in the case of MIMIC data)
but different patient characteristics. For example,
in Fig. 3.2, clusters with mortality risks of 0.737 and
0.740 showcase distinct patient traits within physiolog-
ical features, despite similar mortality rates. Similarly,
the clusters with mortality risks of 0.492 and 0.523
also have different patient characteristics.
Ablation studies. While we have already pointed
out the importance of pre-training and of nearest
neighbor pairing in Temporal-SCL, we provide more
detailed ablation experiment results on both synthetic
and the real clinical datasets in Appendix A.5.5.

5. Discussion

We have proposed a variable-length tabular time series
framework called Temporal-SCL that outperforms
state-of-the-art models on two clinical datasets and on
a synthetic dataset with known ground truth structure.
A key ingredient to the success of Temporal-SCL
is the nearest neighbor pairing mechanism. We fur-
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Table 4.2: Real data test set accuracy (mean ± std. dev. across 10 experiments).

Model
MIMIC dataset ADNI dataset

AUROC AUPRC AUROC AUPRC

Logistic Regression 0.745±0.003 0.499±0.008 0.845±0.006 0.676±0.009
LSTM 0.767±0.003 0.509±0.005 0.947±0.002 0.823±0.005

RETAIN 0.730±0.010 0.431±0.006 0.884±0.012 0.795±0.016
DIPOLE 0.767±0.004 0.453±0.003 0.958±0.006 0.824±0.009

Transformer:BERT 0.769±0.005 0.509±0.003 0.959±0.002 0.922±0.003
AC-TPC 0.703±0.006 0.432±0.007 0.839±0.013 0.681±0.017

T-Phenotype 0.730±0.005 0.451±0.004 0.926±0.034 0.822±0.068
SMD-SSL + SimCLR (Frozen) 0.692±0.002 0.457±0.005 0.803±0.015 0.658±0.009
SMD-SSL + VICReg (Frozen) 0.673±0.001 0.429±0.005 0.819±0.018 0.653±0.009

SMD-SSL + SimCLR (Fine-tune) 0.770±0.006 0.511±0.010 0.966±0.014 0.929±0.010
SMD-SSL + VICReg (Fine-tune) 0.748±0.008 0.499±0.009 0.867±0.012 0.672±0.011

Simple-SCL 0.753±0.005 0.498±0.003 0.947±0.001 0.894±0.015
Temporal-SCL (PT:✓, NN:✗, TR:✗) 0.752±0.002 0.498±0.001 0.947±0.001 0.894±0.014
Temporal-SCL (PT:✗, NN:✓, TR:✗) 0.770±0.002 0.516±0.003 0.987±0.001 0.899±0.011
Temporal-SCL (PT:✗, NN:✗, TR:✓) 0.766±0.001 0.508±0.002 0.950±0.002 0.785±0.015
Temporal-SCL (PT:✗, NN:✓, TR:✓) 0.754±0.006 0.499±0.003 0.967±0.002 0.900±0.017
Temporal-SCL (PT:✓, NN:✗, TR:✓) 0.767±0.002 0.511±0.002 0.951±0.002 0.762±0.010
Temporal-SCL (PT:✓, NN:✓, TR:✗) 0.770±0.002 0.518±0.003 0.988±0.001 0.903±0.011

Temporal-SCL (Full) 0.773±0.002 0.520±0.003 0.990±0.004 0.936±0.014
PT: Pre-Training, NN: Nearest Neighbor pairing, TR: Temporal Network

ther suggested a visualization strategy to help probe
Temporal-SCL’s embedding space.

We highlight some of the limitations of our work
that in turn suggest future research directions. First,
we make predictions only for single time steps. Ex-
tending our framework to make predictions for an
entire time series would make it more useful as it
can use the entire information available at predic-
tion time. Next, while we have demonstrated that
nearest neighbor pairing works well, we do not un-
derstand when and why. For future work, we could
empirically try different distance functions that can
be used to answer the former question and also study
an unsupervised Temporal-SCL variant (nearest
neighbor pairing could still be used by ignoring labels)
or Temporal-SCL with other label information (e.g.,
survival analysis labels). Lastly, our proposed strat-
egy for visualizing the embedding space also focuses
on individual time steps. Figuring out a visualiza-
tion strategy that considers entire trajectories, even
variable-length ones, could be useful for clinical deci-
sion support.
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Appendix A. Appendix

This appendix is structured as follows. In Section A.1,
we compare the Simple-SCL method with the original
Supervised Contrastive Learning (SCL), highlighting
the use of data augmentation in SCL. Section A.2 out-
lines adaptations for static outcome cases in Temporal-
SCL, focusing on encoder pre-training and joint train-
ing modifications. In Section A.3, we discuss how in
our model we can integrate data augmentation with
nearest neighbor pairing.

In Section A.4, we delve into the details of our exper-
iments and our model setup. Section A.4.1 provides an
overview of the baselines used in our experiments, cat-
egorized into purely-supervised, predictive clustering,
and self-supervised learning methods. Detailed ex-
perimental setup, including training hyperparameters
and evaluation metrics, are presented in Section A.4.2,
while our synthetic data generation is outlined in Sec-
tion A.4.3 and our specific approaches for real-world
datasets like MIMIC and ADNI, and data imputation
strategies are discussed in Section A.4.4. Section A.4.5
discusses the strategy for clustering on the embedding
space for visualization.

Finally, Section A.5 delves into the details of the
results from synthetic and real data experiments. In
Section A.5.1, we present more comprehensive results
from our synthetic data experiments. Sections A.5.2
and A.5.3 focus on visualizing embedding clusters
for MIMIC and ADNI datasets, respectively. Sec-
tion A.5.4 compares these visualizations with those
derived from raw features. Lastly, in Section A.5.5,
we assesse the impact of different model components
and in Section A.5.6 we present an additional exper-
iment on future cognitive impairment prediction in
the ADNI dataset.

A.1. Simple-SCL vs the Original SCL

The original SCL uses data augmentation: in the
loss function LSCL, instead of using the batch of B
points (x1, y1), . . . , (xB , yB), we instead use a freshly
generated batch of 2B points (x′

1, y
′
1), . . . , (x

′
2B , y

′
2B).

Specifically, each original data point xi is randomly
augmented once to get x′

2i−1 and then xi is randomly
augmented a second time to get x′

2i; the augmented
points x′

2i−1 and x′
2i have labels y′2i−1 and y′2i, both

set to be the same as yi.

A.2. Handling the Static Outcome Case

To train a Temporal-SCL model for the static out-
come case described in Section 2.1, there are some
small modifications to what we described for pre-
training the encoder (Section 3.3) and the joint en-
coder and temporal network training (Section 3.4).
Pre-training the encoder. In the dynamic out-
come case (i.e., the classification outcome changes
over time), we use the procedure stated in Section 3.3.
However, in the static outcome case (i.e., the classi-
fication label is for the final time step only), during
the pre-training phase, we only use the snapshot cor-
responding to the final time step per training time
series. This is because we are not sure of what the
true labels should be prior to the final time step, so
for the pre-training we focus learning the embedding
vectors based on time steps where we know the labels.
Encoder and temporal network training. Once
again, in the dynamic outcome case, we use the pro-
cedure stated in Section 3.4. However, in the static
outcome case, for the joint optimization phase, we use
all snapshots (unlike during pre-training). As a re-
minder, snapshots that do not correspond to the final
time step of a time series has the classification label
“?” which as stated in Section 2 could be thought of as
an additional “unknown” class. The idea is that now
that we are accounting for temporal structure, despite
us not knowing the labels prior to the final time step,
we still want to encourage temporal smoothness of
embedding vectors across time steps.

A.3. Combining Data Augmentation with
Nearest Neighbor Pairing

When data augmentation is available, nearest neigh-
bor pairing can be run using an augmented training
dataset. We keep track of what the original N raw
time series are prior to any data augmentation. Per
training epoch, we use a different random augmenta-
tion of every original training time series and treat
the augmented set of N time series as a “fresh” set
of training feature vectors for that epoch (prior to
running our nearest neighbor pairing procedure).

Alternatively, we can adopt the approach used in the
original SCL, which involves pairing two random aug-
mentations of the same raw input. This would require
generating two random augmentations per training
time series in each epoch. In fact, combining these two
strategies for contrastive learning on images has been
previously done (Dwibedi et al., 2021); however, this
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earlier work finds nearest neighbors in the embedding
space rather than the raw feature space and has not
been extended to variable-length irregularly sampled
temporal data like the data we experiment on.

A.4. More Details on Experiments

A.4.1. Baselines

In this section we describe the baselines used for our ex-
periments. We divide these baselines into 3 subgroups
of: (a) Purely-supervised, (b) Predictive clustering,
and (c) Self-supervised learning and contrastive learn-
ing methods.

• Purely-Supervised Baselines

Logistic regression. For this simple baseline, our
training data has each timestep as an individual dat-
apoint with the true label of each timestep being the
final timestep outcome of its corresponding sequence.
We run logistic regression on raw features of every
timestep in the training set.
Long short-term memory (LSTM). We train
a multilayer LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997) on the sequences of the raw features in the
training set and their corresponding outcome label
and take the hidden layer of the final timestep and
pass it through a linear layer to predict the outcome
of the corresponding sequence. After the training is
completed, we run our model on the validation set
and get the probability of the positive outcome (not
surviving) for each sequence.
Reverse Time Attention Model (RETAIN).
Choi et al. (2016) proposed an interpretable predic-
tive model for healthcare using reverse time attention
mechanism. Their proposed model is based on a two-
level neural attention model. It detects influential past
visits and significant clinical variables within those
visits by mimicking physician practice. The model at-
tends to the EHR data in a reverse time order, giving
higher attention to recent clinical measurements.
Diagnosis prediction in healthcare via
attention-based bidirectional recurrent neural
networks (DIPOLE). Ma et al. (2017) propose
a model that utilizes bidirectional recurrent neural
networks to remember all the information of both
the past visits and the future visits. The authors
introduce three attention mechanisms to measure
the relationships of different visits for the prediction.
Dipole uses the attention mechanism to interpret the
prediction results it generates.

Transformer: Bidirectional Encoder Represen-
tations from Transformers (BERT). We train a
BERT-based (Devlin et al., 2019) model from scratch
to encode the time-series data of our experiments to
predict the final outcome of each time-series.

• Predictive-Clustering Baselines

Actor-Critic Temporal Predictive Clustering
(AC-TPC). Lee and Van Der Schaar (2020) proposed
an actor-critic approach from reinforcement learning
for temporal predictive clustering (AC-TPC) where
each cluster consists of patients with similar future
outcomes of interest. In this approach an RNN-based
encoder and multi-layer perceptron predictor network
are first trained to initialize time series embeddings.
After initialization, a selector network and an embed-
ding dictionary are jointly optimized with the encoder
and predictor networks to obtain a representative em-
bedding for each timestep, considering the outcome
in the subsequent timestep. During inference at each
timestep, the encoder maps a sequence into a latent
embedding. Subsequently, the selector network as-
signs a cluster to this latent embedding. The centroid
of the cluster assigned to the latent embedding is
stored in the embedding dictionary and used by the
predictor network to make predictions regarding the
future outcome of interest.
T-Phenotype. Qin et al. (2023) proposed a method
for temporal clustering designed to uncover predictive
temporal patterns from labeled time-series data, aid-
ing in understanding disease progression. This method
focuses on processing multivariate time-series data to
extract predictive patterns and associate them with
relevant clinical progression markers. At the heart of
T-Phenotype is the utilization of the Laplace trans-
form for representation learning, which transforms
variable-length, irregularly sampled time-series data
into a consistent and unified embedding in the fre-
quency domain. This transformation is crucial for
handling the inherent variability and complexity of
clinical data. The model further includes a path-based
similarity score, a novel metric to assess the relation-
ship between temporal patterns and specific disease
statuses. This score is instrumental in determining
the relevance and predictive power of identified pat-
terns. T-Phenotype then employs a graph-constrained
K-means clustering process, guided by the path-based
similarity graph, to categorize patients into distinct
phenotypes. These phenotypes are defined by their
unique temporal patterns, providing insights into dif-
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ferent trajectories of disease progression and offering
potential for personalized patient care strategies.

• Self-Supervised Learning and Contrastive
Learning Baselines

Sequential Multi-Dimensional Self-Supervised
Learning (SMD-SSL). Raghu et al. (2023) devel-
oped Sequential Multi-Dimensional Self-Supervised
Learning (SMD-SSL) to effectively process complex
clinical time series data, particularly in settings with
abundant multimodal data like intensive care units.
This method addresses the shortcomings of traditional
self-supervised learning approaches that are limited
to unimodal data. SMD-SSL is capable of handling
both structured data, such as lab values and vital
signs, and high-dimensional physiological signals like
electrocardiograms. It employs a dual SSL loss op-
timization strategy, applying one loss at the level of
individual high-dimensional data points and another
at the overall sequence level, enabling a more nuanced
understanding of the multimodal clinical data. Cru-
cially, SMD-SSL is designed to be compatible with
different loss functions, allowing the use of either con-
trastive methods, as exemplified by SimCLR (Chen
et al., 2020), or non-contrastive approaches like VI-
CReg (Bardes et al., 2021). In our experiments, we
implement SMD-SSL using both the contrastive loss
from SimCLR and the non-contrastive loss from VI-
CReg. Following the self-supervised learning phase
with each of these loss functions, we attach a pre-
diction head to the model for our prediction tasks.
We present two variations of the model in our ex-
periments: a fine-tuned version, where the loss is
back-propagated through both the prediction head
and the main SMD-SSL encoder, and a frozen version,
in which we keep the main SMD-SSL encoder weights
constant and optimize only the prediction head.
Simple-Supervised Contrastive Learning
(Simple-SCL) This baseline lies under the umbrella
of embedding-centric models. Simple-SCL is a
special case of the original SCL (Khosla et al., 2020)
which does not use data augmentation. Similar to
the original SCL it includes both an encoder network
that first learns the embeddings and then a predictor
network is trained on these learned embeddings to
make predictions. In our experiments that deals
with temporal data, we treat each time step as
an individual data point to train the encoder and
predictor networks. Note that Simple-SCL can be
viewed as an ablation of our full Temporal-SCL

model that excludes both the temporal network and
the nearest neighbor pairing mechanism.

A.4.2. Experimental Setup Details

For all datasets, we randomly split the data into 60%
training, 20% validation, and 20% test sets. This split
is done at the patient level. The presented results of
our experiments in the following sections would be
for holdout test patients from which no training data
was available. We train our model on the patients in
the training set, optimize the hyperparameters on the
patients in the validation set and report the results
from the holdout patient test set. We train each
method on the training set, tune hyperparameters
based on the validation set, and report evaluation
metrics on the test set. Furthermore, we choose 10
different random seeds to randomize the parameter
initialization of all the models evaluated as well as
randomizing the train/validation/test sets for each
experimental repeat.
Evaluation metrics. We use the same evaluation
metrics as Lee and Van Der Schaar (2020). To evaluate
the supervised performance of our model and the base-
lines, we use area under receiver operator character-
istic curve (AUROC) and area under precision-recall
curve (AUPRC) obtained from the label predictions
of our model and the ground-truth labels on the out-
comes of interest. We use one-vs-rest AUROC and
AUPRC. For the synthetic data experiment, we also
look at the fraction of experimental repeats that a
method recovers the ground truth structure. We also
report the Silhouette index (Rousseeuw, 1987) that
gives us a measure of how similar a member is to its
own cluster (homogeneity within a cluster) compared
to other clusters (heterogeneity across clusters).

In the ablation studies presented in Section A.5.5,
we also evaluate the unsupervised performance of dif-
ferent ablations of Temporal-SCL. We cluster on
the learned hyperspherical embeddings using a com-
plete linkage Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering
to discover discrete latent states that could be of inter-
est. We utilize three standard metrics for the scenario
when ground-truth label is known and a fourth com-
pletely unsupervised metric. The metrics used are
purity score, normalized mutual information (NMI),
adjusted rand index (ARI), and silhouette index (SI).
Purity score ranges from 0 to 1 and explains the ho-
mogeneity of each cluster with regards to the labels.
NMI ranges from 0 to 1 and is an information theo-
retic measure of mutual information shared between
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the labels and the cluster and is adjusted for the num-
ber of clusters with 1 being perfect clustering. ARI
ranges from -1 to 1 and evaluates the percentage of
correct cluster assignments where 0 corresponds to
completely random assignment and 1 being perfect
clustering. Lastly, SI is a completely unsupervised
metric ranging from -1 to 1 which provides a simulta-
neous measure of (1) how similar members of a cluster
are to their own cluster capturing the homogeneity
within a cluster and (2) how different members of
each cluster are compared to other clusters capturing
heterogeneity across different clusters.
Training hyperparameters. Table A.1 summarizes
the hyperparameters used in all our experimentations
presented in this paper.

A.4.3. Synthetic Data

We generate a 2D dataset where every time series has
exactly 3 time steps. We consider the static outcome
case so that each time series has a single label (one of
two classes: red or blue). The points are all on a 2D
circle, where the only four possible time series in the
embedding space are shown in Figure 4.1(a) and in-
clude: (i) “ → → ” and (ii) “ → → ” for the
blue class and iii) “ → → ” and (iv) “ → → ”
for the red class. We place the starting time steps (“ ”,
“ ”, “ ”, “ ”) on angular points {0◦, 180◦, 0◦, 180◦} of
the circle circumference as shown on Figure 4.1(a).
For these starting points we purposefully have the
starting points of the two different classes fall in the
same region. Next for the second time steps (“ ”,
“ ”, “ ”, “ ”), we place them on the angular points
of {45◦, 135◦,−45◦,−135◦}. And finally for the ter-
minal time steps (“ ”, “ ”, “ ”, “ ”), we place them
on angular points of {80◦, 100◦,−80◦ − 100◦}. Given
the clashing of the two starting time steps, there are
a total of 10 true embedding locations (which could
be thought of as cluster centers). When we generate
synthetic time series, each point is based on one of
the 10 true ground truth embedding locations with
Gaussian noise (N (0, 8)) added to the true angles
noted above. We randomly sample 200 of each of the
4 possible 3-time stepped trajectories so that we have
a total of 800 time series.

A.4.4. Real Data

Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care
(MIMIC). We consider the trajectory of septic pa-
tients using data from the Medical Information Mart

for Intensive Care (MIMIC-III) dataset (v1.4) (John-
son et al., 2018). We follow the same procedure as
done by Komorowski et al. (2018) to identify 18,354
septic patients among which there is an observed
mortality rate just above 20% (determined by death
within 48h of the final observation y

(Li)
i = 1 or death

within 90 days of the final observation y
(Li)
i = 2 ver-

sus discharge y
(Li)
i = 0). From MIMIC, we extract

demographic, lab results, and physiological features
according to Seymour et al. (2019), resulting in 29 fea-
tures. Note that Seymour et al. group these features
as follows: (1) Hepatic: Bilirubin, AST, ALT; (2)
Hematologic: Hemoglobin, INR, Platelets; (3) Neuro-
logic: GCS; (4) Cardiovascular: Heart rate, Systolic
blood pressure, Bicarbonate, Troponin, Lactate; (5)
Pulmonary: Respiratory rate, SaO2, PaO2; (6) In-
flammatory: Temperature, ESR, WBC count, Bands,
C-Reactive protein; (7) Renal: Serum creatinine; (8)
Other: Age, Gender, Elixhauser, Albumin, Chloride,
Sodium, Glucose, BUN. We compile the measure-
ments recorded of these features in MIMIC for every
4 hours (duration of each timestep). Our tempo-
ral data extraction follows the exact experimental
procedure as Komorowski et al. (2018) that is also
adopted by Killian et al. (2020). Specifically, in the
procedure that we followed, for the septic patients
identified, we first found the time for the onset of
sepsis based on Sepsis3 Criteria as tonset, we then
gathered recorded data of our selected features from
the time t0 = max(ticu-admission, tonset−12) to the time
t1 = min(ticu-discharge or tdeath, tonset + 24). This re-
sults in a maximum timeline [t0, t1] of 36 hours worth
of information captured from each patient (i.e. the
maximum number of time steps would be 10 for a
single patient) from −12 hours of the onset of sepsis to
+24 hours afterwards. We impute the missing values
from the population median if a measurement is not
recorded before and the previously recorded value if
the measurement is recorded in a previous timestep.
We also include a set of 26 indicators for our time-
varying features at each timestep that tracks whether
a measurement was recorded (= 1) or imputed (= 0).
This dataset represent the case where only the final
outcome-label is known and non-terminal timesteps
have unknown state-label. Figure A.1 shows the setup
for our MIMIC-Sepsis experiment.

Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative
(ADNI). We also test our method on the Alzheimer’s
Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) dataset (Pe-
tersen et al., 2010). This dataset consists of a total of
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Table A.1: Training Details and Hyperparamters for Experiments.
Experiment Synthetic Dataset
Main Network 2-Layer FCN ReLU Activation
Main Network Layer Size (input-dimension)2→16→3(embedding-space)
Prediction Network Linear Layer with Softmax Activation 3→2
Temporal Module 1-Layer LSTM 3→3

Optimization Optimizer: Adam, Learning Rate: 1e-4,
Number of Epochs: 20, Batch-Size: 32

Experiment MIMIC
Main Network 2-Layer FCN ReLU Activation
Main Network Layer Size (input-dimension)55→32→32(embedding-space)
Prediction Network Linear Layer with Softmax Activation 32→3
Temporal Module 1-Layer LSTM 32→32

Optimization Optimizer: Adam, Learning Rate: 1e-4,
Number of Epochs: 100, Batch-Size: 128

Experiment ADNI
Main Network 2-Layer FCN ReLU Activation
Main Network Layer Size (input-dimension)21→50→16(embedding-space)
Prediction Network Linear Layer with Softmax Activation 16→3
Temporal Module 1-Layer LSTM 16→16

Optimization Optimizer: Adam, Learning Rate: 1e-4,
Number of Epochs: 100, Batch-Size: 128

11,651 hospital visits from 1,346 patients which tracks
the progression of Alzheimer’s disease via follow-up
observations at 6 months interval. Each patient has
21 variables out of which 5 are static and 16 are
time-varying. The features include information on
demographics, biomarkers of the brain function, and
cognitive test results. These static features are as
follows: (1) Demographic: Race, Ethnicity, Educa-
tion, Marital Status; (2) Genetic: APOE4. The time-
varying features include: (3) Demographic: Age, (4)
Biomarker: Entorhinal, Fusiform, Hippocampus, In-
tracranial, Mid Temp, Ventricles, Whole Brain; and
(5) Cognitive: ADAS-11, ADAS-13, Clinical Dimen-
tia Rating Sum of Boxes (CDR-SB), Mini Mental
State, Rey’s Auditory Verbal Learning Test scores
(RAVLT) Forgetting, RAVLT Immediate, RAVLT
Learning, RAVLT Percent. Following Lee and Van
Der Schaar (2020), we set our predictions on three di-
agnostic groups of normal brain functioning (y(ℓ)i = 0),
mild cognitive impairment (y(ℓ)i = 1), and Alzheimer’s
disease (y(ℓ)i = 2). The diagnostic is known at every
timestep. This dataset represent the case where we
know the outcome-label at both terminal and non-
terminal timesteps. Figure A.2 shows the overview
for our ADNI experiment that follows Lee and Van
Der Schaar (2020) setup.

Imputation. For both real datasets of this paper,
we take the following approach to impute the missing
features in our experiments. (1) For each patient,
if at any time step feature has been recorded in a
previous time step, we use the last recorded value to
replace the missing feature. (2) If at no previous time
step a feature is recorded, we calculate the population
median of the feature among all patients and impute
the missing feature with this value. In the future work,
we aim to extend our approach to be similar to that
of Seymour et al. (2019), where multiple imputation
with chained equations was used to account for missing
data.

In our MIMIC experiments, for each timestep, we
include 26 indicators tracking measurement recording
(= 1) or imputation (= 0) for time-varying features.

A.4.5. Clustering on the Embedding Space
for Our Visualization Strategy

For clustering on the embedding space, we use com-
plete linkage Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering.
We first obtain the embedding representation of our
training dataset and then train the clustering algo-
rithm for K ∈ {5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 20}. Subsequently, for
predictive cluster assignment, we train a 3-Nearest
Neighbor classifier (KNN) on the training data, utiliz-
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Figure A.1: Setup for MIMIC Experiments at Inference time from Temporal-SCL: First, we extract time
series data for each patient from a time window around their sepsis onset within their complete
ICU data timeline. This time series data is transformed into multiple time steps at 4-hour
intervals. The resulting time series will have its features at each time step mapped onto the
embedding space learned by our encoder. Finally, these resulting embeddings will be passed
through our predictor network to predict the ICU mortality of each patient at every time step.

ing the cluster assignments obtained in the previous
step. We use our classifier to get the predicted cluster
assignment for the validation set.

A.5. Experimental Results Details

A.5.1. Synthetic Data Results

In Figure A.3, we visualize the embedding space of
all the models tested. For all the baselines tested, we
show the 3D embedding space. For the Temporal-
SCL model and its ablations where the embedding
is constrained to lie on the hypersphere, we also plot
the underlying unit hypersphere shell as well as the
embeddings.

As it can be seen here, our proposed model is the
only model that can fully recover the structure and the
10 clusters of time steps from the input raw feature
space shown in Figure 4.1(a).

A.5.2. Visualizing Embedding Clusters for
MIMIC

We show the full heatmap of Figure 3.2 for how the
features vary across clusters in the test set of our
MIMIC dataset in Figure A.4. This heatmap is gener-
ated from the test patient embeddings of the complete
Temporal-SCL model. The heatmap uses the first
version of our model out of the 10 experimental re-
peats.

A.5.3. Visualizing Embedding Clusters for
ADNI

To interpret each cluster for ADNI, we plot the
heatmap how features (rows) vary across clusters for
the test patients of ADNI in Figure A.5. Columns are
ordered (left to right) in dementia rate. Here we can
also see that abnormal feature values that are corre-
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Figure A.2: Setup for ADNI Experiment at Inference time from Temporal-SCL: First, we extract time
series data for each patient from their complete timeline of available data spanning all the
6-month follow-up visits. This time series data maintains the same 6-month interval time steps
as the raw data, with each time step having its own true class label representing one of the
three possible brain function states. The resulting time series will have its features at each time
step mapped onto the embedding space learned by our encoder. Subsequently, these resulting
embeddings will be passed through our predictor network to predict the brain function class of
each patient at every time step.

lated with higher risk of dementia such as irregular
dementia rating scores are present in clusters contain-
ing higher proportion of AD. The heatmap uses the
first version of our model out of the 10 experimental
repeats.

A.5.4. Visualizing Embedding Clusters for
MIMIC from Raw Features

We also tried our clustering-based heatmap visual-
ization for clusters from raw feature vectors instead
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(a) LSTM (b) RETAIN (c) DIPOLE (d) Transformer

(e) AC-TPC (f ) T-Phenotype (g) SMD-SSL + SimCLR
(Frozen)

(h) SMD-SSL + VICReg
(Frozen)

(i) SMD-SSL + SimCLR
(Fine-tune)

(j ) SMD-SSL + VICReg
(Fine-tune)

(k) Simple-SCL (l) Temporal-SCL
no pretraining

(m) Temporal-SCL
no NN pairing

(n) Temporal-SCL

Figure A.3: Embedding space representation of the test trajectories of simulated dataset. For (a)- (j) 3D
Embedding Space of baselines are shown which includes the purely supervised methods ((a)-(d)),
predictive clustering methods ((e), (f)), and self-supervised learning methods ((g)-(j)). In (f)-(i),
Hyperspherical Embedding of various ablated versions of Temporal-SCL is shown.
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of Temporal-SCL’s embedding vectors. Using raw
features results in less useful heatmaps. For example,
in MIMIC as shown in Figure A.6, using raw feature
vectors and 20 clusters, the resulting heatmap has
high concentration in one cluster (93% of data are in
a single cluster) and the mortality rates across clusters
are nearly all below 35% (so the clusters found do
not distinguish between patients with intermediate
mortality probabilities, e.g., between 50% to 100%).
Neither of these issues arise when we cluster on our
model’s embedding vectors as shown in Figure A.4.

A.5.5. Ablation Experiments

We conduct an ablation study of excluding the three
modules of our framework: (1) pre-training, (2) near-
est neighbor pairing, and (3) temporal network. In-
cluding or withholding each of these modules results
in the following ablated models respectively:

1. Simple-SCL
(Pre-Training: ✗, NN Pairing: ✗, Temporal: ✗)

2. Temporal-SCL - Pretrain Only
(Pre-Training: ✓, NN Pairing: ✗, Temporal: ✗)

3. Temporal-SCL - NN Pairing Only
(Pre-Training: ✗, NN Pairing: ✓, Temporal: ✗)

4. Temporal-SCL - Temporal Only
(Pre-Training: ✗, NN Pairing: ✗, Temporal: ✓)

5. Temporal-SCL - No Pretrain
(Pre-Training: ✗, NN Pairing: ✓, Temporal: ✓)

6. Temporal-SCL - No NN Pairing
(Pre-Training: ✓, NN Pairing: ✗, Temporal: ✓)

7. Temporal-SCL - No Temporal
(Pre-Training: ✓, NN Pairing: ✓, Temporal: ✗)

8. Temporal-SCL - Full
(Pre-Training: ✓, NN Pairing: ✓, Temporal: ✓)

We observe that together, all three modules play a
key role in performance for both our synthetic and
real-world clinical datasets experiments.

Synethtic dataset. In Table 4.1, examining the
ablated models reveals the distinct contributions of
each module in our synthetic experiments. Specifi-
cally, the observed decrease in Silhouette Index (SI)
when NN pairing is absent underscores its pivotal role
in maintaining feature similarity, which is instrumen-
tal in ground truth recovery. Conversely, the model
lacking pre-training suggests that while pre-training

facilitates initial model configuration, the presence
of NN pairing and the temporal network can partly
mitigate its absence.

These results highlight the NN pairing module’s
significance in organizing the embedding space, a no-
tion further evidenced by the relatively higher SI in
the NN Pairing Only ablation (3) compared to other
single-module ablations.

The temporal network’s role, while not markedly
influencing performance metrics in isolation, proves
vital for the temporal structure within the embedding
space. This is contrasted with the Simple-SCL model,
where the simultaneous absence of NN pairing and
the temporal network leads to the lowest performance
metrics, emphasizing the necessity of their collective
functionality.

The full Temporal-SCL configuration exhibits
superior SI and Cluster Prediction Accuracy, demon-
strating the synergistic effect of the three modules in
both the recovery of input structure and the enhance-
ment of downstream task prediction.

In Figure A.3, we include ablations of the most
simple model (1) and ablations of single module omit-
ted (6), (7), alongside the fully-equipped model (8).
The learned embedding space from these models il-
lustrates high prediction accuracy, as evidenced by a
hyperplane nearly perfectly segregating the red data
points from the blue data points. However, the figure
also showcases the collective capacity of the modules
to recover the known ground-truth embedding vectors.
Notably, only the complete model represented in Fig-
ure 4.1(e) achieves an accurate reconstruction of the
embedding structure, evidenced by distinct, correctly
ordered clusters for each timestep.

Clinical datasets. We present an ablation study of
our model to see how each modification contributes to
the performance. Our full model includes pre-training
with Simple-SCL, enhancing the Temporal Network
h, and using “labels+feature-similarity” for finding
the nearest neighbor pairs. We train the extra 7 ad-
ditional ablated models in this section on both our
MIMIC and ADNI datasets. Note that to discover
discrete latent states that could be of interest, we
cluster on the learned hyperspherical embeddings (the
z
(ℓ)
i variables) using a complete linkage Agglomera-

tive Hierarchical Clustering (Murtagh and Contreras,
2012). We describe our clustering approach in Ap-
pendix A.4.5. The unsupervised metrics presented
here are evaluated for the same number of clusters in
each ablation.
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Table A.2: Ablation Study: Supervised and unsupervised performance.

Dataset Model
Supervised Unsupervised

AUROC AUPRC Purity NMI ARI SI

MIMIC

Simple-SCL 0.753±0.005 0.498±0.003 0.773±0.005 0.007±0.003 0.003±0.002 0.011±0.010
Temporal-SCL (PT:✓, NN:✗, TR:✗) 0.752±0.002 0.498±0.001 0.770±0.005 0.006±0.003 0.002±0.002 0.011±0.001
Temporal-SCL (PT:✗, NN:✓, TR:✗) 0.770±0.002 0.516±0.003 0.788±0.002 0.093±0.006 0.108±0.031 0.269±0.021
Temporal-SCL (PT:✗, NN:✗, TR:✓) 0.766±0.001 0.508±0.002 0.789±0.001 0.111±0.003 0.096±0.008 0.141±0.038
Temporal-SCL (PT:✗, NN:✓, TR:✓) 0.754±0.006 0.499±0.003 0.775±0.000 0.007±0.002 0.002±0.001 0.031±0.018
Temporal-SCL (PT:✓, NN:✗, TR:✓) 0.767±0.002 0.511±0.002 0.781±0.000 0.112±0.007 0.150±0.034 0.143±0.007
Temporal-SCL (PT:✓, NN:✓, TR:✗) 0.770±0.002 0.518±0.003 0.776±0.001 0.091±0.004 0.097±0.009 0.398±0.055

Temporal-SCL (Full) 0.773±0.002 0.520±0.003 0.793±0.001 0.115±0.002 0.128±0.014 0.423±0.065

ADNI

Simple-SCL 0.947±0.001 0.894±0.015 0.639±0.023 0.159±0.058 0.230±0.012 0.177±0.144
Temporal-SCL (PT:✓, NN:✗, TR:✗) 0.947±0.001 0.894±0.014 0.640±0.029 0.163±0.042 0.219±0.018 0.176±0.150
Temporal-SCL (PT:✗, NN:✓, TR:✗) 0.987±0.001 0.899±0.011 0.753±0.010 0.408±0.026 0.288±0.017 0.199±0.029
Temporal-SCL (PT:✗, NN:✗, TR:✓) 0.950±0.002 0.785±0.015 0.685±0.025 0.262±0.016 0.210±0.071 0.159±0.101
Temporal-SCL (PT:✗, NN:✓, TR:✓) 0.967±0.002 0.900±0.017 0.713±0.095 0.275±0.120 0.209±0.104 0.149±0.080
Temporal-SCL (PT:✓, NN:✗, TR:✓) 0.951±0.002 0.762±0.010 0.749±0.009 0.446±0.009 0.334±0.015 0.163±0.008
Temporal-SCL (PT:✓, NN:✓, TR:✗) 0.988±0.001 0.903±0.011 0.753±0.011 0.415±0.024 0.300±0.042 0.197±0.033

Temporal-SCL (Full) 0.990±0.004 0.936±0.014 0.755±0.023 0.452±0.031 0.399±0.010 0.259±0.031
PT: Pre-Training, NN: Nearest Neighbor pairing, TR: Temporal Network

Table A.3: Future Prediction on ADNI data test set accuracy (mean ± std. dev. across 10 experiments).

Model
6 months in the future 1 year in the future

AUROC AUPRC AUROC AUPRC

Logistic Regression 0.825±0.007 0.659±0.008 0.767±0.006 0.620±0.012
LSTM 0.880±0.003 0.789±0.005 0.856±0.004 0.736±0.008

RETAIN 0.882±0.010 0.793±0.016 0.867±0.013 0.740±0.017
DIPOLE 0.940±0.006 0.864±0.009 0.918±0.008 0.813±0.010
AC-TPC 0.823±0.011 0.702±0.016 0.804±0.014 0.679±0.020

Transformer:BERT 0.947±0.005 0.880±0.010 0.939±0.007 0.846±0.011

Simple-SCL 0.922±0.005 0.794±0.016 0.899±0.003 0.764±0.015
Temporal-SCL (no pretrain) 0.950±0.002 0.878±0.014 0.930±0.002 0.807±0.018

Temporal-SCL (no NN pairing) 0.948±0.002 0.842±0.012 0.929±0.002 0.800±0.011
Temporal-SCL (full) 0.985±0.002 0.907±0.012 0.970±0.003 0.878±0.015

Firstly, our empirical findings show that for the
models without pre-training and without the tem-
poral network h (Simple-SCL), we see a clear per-
formance drop for all supervised and unsupervised
metrics which highlights the importance of inclusion
of these modules in our model training. We also calcu-
lated the Silhouette Index (SI) of the ablated models
in the last column of Table A.2. As it can be seen
from the ablation results, with respect to the super-
vised prediction performance (AUROC, AUPRC), the
two models with and without NN pairing ((5), (8))
perform similarly. However, the main gain of using
“labels+feature similarity” comes in the unsupervised
prediction performance (Purity, NMI, ARI, SI). This
is especially apparent in the Silhouette Index score (a
measure of how similar an object is to its own cluster
compared to other clusters) where we see the great-
est boost in performance when using “labels+feature

similarity” (full model (8)) instead of “labels only”
(ablated model (5)) where it shows how our model
moves away from just stratifying risk (which is what
the supervised metrics are measuring) to additionally
being capable of identifying homogeneous disease phe-
notypes. These experiments together, underscore the
significance of having the different building blocks of
our model for achieving the highest performance gain
in our experiments.

Additionally, the ablation results shown in the bot-
tom portion of Table 4.2 reveal that the highest perfor-
mance gain with respect to the supervised prediction
performance (AUROC, AUPRC) is achieved by the
full Temporal-SCL. In our MIMIC experiment, the
ablated model without only the nearest neighbor pair-
ing achieves the closest performance to the full model,
while in ADNI, where the prediction task seems to
be easier (as evident by the high prediction scores),
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the ablated model without pre-training and the ab-
lated model without the temporal regularization of
our temporal network are the closests to the full model
with respect to the prediction performance. These
experiments again underscore the significance of the
different building blocks of our model to achieve the
greatest performance gain in our experiments within
MIMIC and ADNI datasets.

A.5.6. Additional Experiments on ADNI:
Predicting Future Cognitive
Impairment Status

In our experiments presented in 4.2, we followed the
same experimental paradigm of predicting the cur-
rent time step label as conducted by Lee and Van
Der Schaar (2020). In this section however we will
look at an additional prediction task for predicting
the cognitive impairment 6 months and 1 year in the
future. The results are presented in Table A.3 below.
We can see that for this prediction task again our
model outperforms other baselines.
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Figure A.4: Heatmap showing how features (rows) vary across clusters (columns) for the sepsis cohort of the
MIMIC dataset when using clustering on Temporal-SCL learned embedding space. Heatmap
intensity values can be thought of as the conditional probability of seeing a feature value (row)
conditioned on being in a cluster (column); these probabilities are estimated using test set
snapshots. Columns are ordered left to right in increasing fraction of test set snapshots that
come from a time series that has a final outcome of death.
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Figure A.5: Heatmap showing how features (rows) vary across clusters (columns) for the ADNI dataset when
using clustering on Temporal-SCL learned embedding space. Heatmap intensity values can be
thought of as the conditional probability of seeing a feature value (row) conditioned on being
in a cluster (column); these probabilities are estimated using test set snapshots. Columns are
ordered left to right in increasing fraction of test set snapshots that come from a time series that
has a final outcome of Alzheimer’s Disease.
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Figure A.6: Heatmap showing how features (rows) vary across clusters (columns) for the MIMIC dataset when
using clustering on the Raw features instead of model embeddings. Heatmap intensity values can
be thought of as the conditional probability of seeing a feature value (row) conditioned on being
in a cluster (column); these probabilities are estimated using test set snapshots. Columns are
ordered left to right in increasing fraction of test set snapshots that come from a time series that
has a final outcome of death.
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